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PREFACE

Although the field of education has demonstrated its

attraction to "fads", sometimes described as "educational

kicks", it can safely be said that comprehensive planning

is here to stay. The scope and complexity of education makes

it a major social enterprise which must be examined with the

view of future requirements and future impingements. Each

institution of post-secondary education is confronted with

the need for planning; each segment of institutions are

dependent upon systematic planning as a component of the

total state-wide post-secondary educational system which

itself must be planned in the global context.

This monograph is the first written description of a

state-wide application of systematic planning based upon the

best concepts of corporate and conglomerate long-range

planning. It should be invaluable to state systems of two-

year colleges moving toward an organized and sequential planning

process. It should be equally beneficial and helpful to

individual institutions.

The author of this monograph, Mr. John C. Mundt, was

the recipient of an in-service award for incumbent state

officials responsible for community colleges made by the

Center for State and Regional Leadership of Higher Education

operated jointly by The Florida State University and The

University of Florida under a grant from the W. K. Kellogg
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Foundation. Mr. Mundt brings to his position as State

Director a rich background in corporate management, govern-

mental service and diplomacy, and educational statesmanship.

His understanding and commitment to organization and design

can be seen in the orderly and sequential manner in which

the topic is presented in this publication. His concern for

private as well as public post-secondary educational enter-

prise can be seen in the section dealing with the private

sector. His understanding of the need for a long-range

context in which to identify short-range objectives is also

apparent throughout the monograph.

The Center for State and Regional Leadership provides

secretariat services to the National Council of State

Directors of Community/Junior Colleges, in-service opportuni-

ties for incumbent officials, and pre-service training for

individuals aspiring to serve in state or regional agencies

which deal with two-year colleges. The Center has operated

as part of a partnership between The Florida State University

and The University of Florida for the past four years. The

two universities have worked as a team for more than twelve

years, having originally established the Southeastern

Community College Leadership Program under a grant from the

W. K. Kellogg Foundation in 1960. That Program continues to

operate on a self-sustaining basis whereby community college

administrative personnel participate in summer workshops
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conducted by the universities. In addition, students

prepare for administrative leadership positions in

community/junior colleges through the doctoral programs

of the two universities.

Dr. James L. Wattenbarger, Director of the Institute

of Higher Education of The University of Florida, and I

direct the Center ±or State and Regional Leadership. A

series of planned experiences for doctoral students preparing

to serve in state agencies bring the two groups together

regularly. That cooperation extends to assistance in reading

the manuscripts submitted as part of the in-service program

for state officials. Therefore, I wish to acknowledge the

contribution Dr. Wattenbarger made in assisting me to review

and edit the manuscript of this monograph.

Louis W. Bender
Professor of Higher Education
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SYNOPSIS

FOUR PHASES OF THE SIX-YEAR PLAN

The Six-Year Plan process of the Washington State community

college system embraces a four-phase sequence of activities.

PHASE I

This phase, commencing in the summer of 1971, involved the

development of a.tentative system-wide statement of goals and

objectives, together with examples of program steps needed to implement

the objectives in Washington's 22 community college districts. The

Phase I statement covered only the years 1973-75 and was completed in

December, 1972.

There are eight goals, each representing a broad area of effort.

The Phase I statement is noteworthy, among other reasons, in that it

includes 44 measurable objectives (a recognition of the demand

for accountability). The introduction of measuable objectives

constitutes an effort essentially to use quantifiable data to assure

quality. Also included are 44 more traditional general objectives

(offering an appropriate balance for the measurable objectives and

providing a recognition of the inherent humanism of higher education).

The 88 objectives are distributed among the eight goals and provide a

clear indication of where the system intends to go. They serve notice

that we are willing to be held accountable for whether or not planned



resrlts, both tangible a,-,d intangible, occur.

The structure ( the Phase I sti.`ernent consists of:

1. The eight goal statements of the system (common to all 22

district plans).

2. Operational definitions of the goal statements (common to all

district plans).

3. 44 general objectives.

a. The objective statement (common to all district plans).

b. Examples of the programs and activities conducted by the

districts to achieve each objective (not common to all

di stri cts ).

4. 44 measurable objectives.

a. The objective statement (common to all district plans, but

with unique district targets).

b. Three forecasts of system achievement for each measurable

objective, based upon three potential budget support levels.

This provides grap)ic portrayal of the impact of various

potential budget levels on system performance.

c. Brief analysis of the objective and the achievement of

forecasts.

Using Goal II, the following extracts may be used to illustrate the

foregoing structure.

"Goal II: MAINTAIN AN OPEN DOOR BY ADMITTING ALL
APPLICANTS WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE LAW AND THE
RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO THE SYSTEM, IN LOCATIONS
REASONABLY CONVENIENT TO ALL WASHINGTON RESIDENTS.
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OPERATIONAL DEFINTTION: Open Thor- -This area is
intended to reduce or eliminate the geographic,
social, financial, academic, and other barriers
to access to community colleges.

part I - General Objectives

General Objective No. 1--To attract potential students not

otherwise likely to enroll in a post-secondary educational

program."

[Note: There are four additional general
objecti ves under Goal II. ]

[Note: Set forth immediately below is the
first program example of the manner in which
General Objective No. 1 will be achieved.]

"1. Young Adults:

A. One district will contact high school counselors

in the service area ansi provide information for

their dissemination to potential drop-out

students, low-motivated students, and young

adults who could profit from post-high school

education.

B. Another district will work with nearby hi gh

schools to expand the admission of high

school juniors and seniors to selected

occupational programs.

C. A cooperative program has been developed in a

third district whereby high school students

enroll in regular college (or special) vocational

education programs for three hours a day. This
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encourages high school youth to stay in

school and continue post-high school

education."

[Note: Six additional programatic examples are listed
under General Objective No. 1.]

[Note: There then follows Part II, the section on
measurable objectuves under Goal II.]

"Part II - Measurable Objectives

1. To increase the number of occupational courses in the

system that provide continuous enrollment from 566 in fall, 1971,
665

to 82-5 in fall, 1974.
1053

One of the barriers to a truly 'open door' has been

an instructional methodology which permits entry only

at the beginning of quarters. To make available

community college services to a broader range of

citizens at times convenient to them, many colleges

plan to expand the number of classes which allow

continuous enrollment. The projections noted in this

objective are based upon the plans of 19 districts."

[Note: The three different numbers above represent
the results of three different budget levels.]

[Note: Four additional measurable objectives arelisted
under Part II of Goal II.1

PHASE II

The purpose of Phase II was the development of 22 district

long-range plans that would arti cul ate with the Pi.r.se I system-wide
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statement. Concluded at the end of March, 1973, with receipt in Olympia

of the planning reports of the 22 individual districts, Phase II district

statements included the local objectives and programs representing the

achievements proposed by each district for 1973-75. Districts are as

different as the communities served, so district plans do not have the

same content. State-wide consistency has been achieved through the use

of a standard reporting format, the use of the eight goals throughout

the system, and the inclusion of the system-wide general and measurable

objectives in every district plan. The base-line and target numbers for

the measurable objectives vary from district-to-district.

Responsibility for organizing the planning task was assigned by

each district president to the person most likely to get the job done.

The assignment typically went to a dean; in some cases to the business

officer or planning offer; and in two cases was carried out by the

president. The planning group in each district provided a constant test

of the reality of proposed state-wide procedures.

The experience in Phase II was gratifying insofar as the comoatability

of state-level and district-level planning was concerned. The voluntary

response of Community College District No. 5 (Edmonds/Everett) was

typical: "Washington Community Col lege District 5 accepts the state

system approach to planning for Washington's community colleges. We

feel that the common objectives for the system, the objectives

distinctly district, and those unique to the individual college allow

sufficie.,t latitude to carry out our philosophy."

The development of programs needed to carry out goals and objectives

is typically and primarily a district or campus-level responsibility.
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An example follows of how one college (South Seattle Community College -

District No. 6) addressed one objective in local programatic terms. Using

again the illustration of continuous enrol lment, there follows an extract

from the South Seattle Plan:

"Program Elements:

a. Identify all courses and programs, both academic and occupational,

that may be suitable for continuous enrollment if adequate

instructional programming care be devised (see "d" below).

b. Continue to provide enrollment and registration mechanisms

that will accommodate the student who may wish to enroll at

any time during the calendar year.

c. Assist the state staff in designing supplemental reporting

mechanisms that will allow the College to receive reimbursement

for students who enrolled after the MIS-2 reporting system

cut-off dates.

d. Provide instructional programming that would be required to

modify the "locked-in" timing and sequence of many

instructional programs at the present time:

1) Develop programmed instruction material

2) Provide audio-visual aids to instruction

3) Develop other auto - tutorial systems as appropriate

4) Provide teacher education effort to equip the

instructional staff to deal with students on a

continuous enrollment basis

e. Continue to seek additional facilities and operational funds_
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the major deficiencies in our continuous enrollment program

at this time!'

The foregoing extract is approximately one page from the 516 page

composite Six-Year Plan of the three Seattle Community College campuses

composing District No. 6.

Other districts, addressing this same measurable objective,

identified additional program elements such as establishing developmental

centers, increasing the number of instructors who are "developmental

faculty," extending programs to Indian reservations, and instituting

ethnic studies programs.

PHASE III

Scheduled for completion by the end of September, 1973, this phase

calls for consolidation of the planning reports from the 22 districts

with the Phase I statement into a final system-wide plan for 1973-75.

In this way, the final system-wide statement will come to reflect both

state-level and local concerns.

Phase III will be conducted primarily by the State Board staff,

working with districts to resolve any problems discovered in Phase II and

reconciling differences between district and state planning reports.

Phase III will provide a summary of state-wide objectives based on

targets reflecting actual 1973-75 operating budgets.

One other task will be completed during Phase III--the integration

into the final Phase III report of comments or suggestions solicited from

other educational and private sector entities. We recognize that the
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community college system does not live in a vacuum and must cooperate

effectively with both the common school system and the four-year

institutions and universities of the state. It is most important to

responsible system and district planning that we identify extra-system

policies that will have impact )n system and district plans (principally,

those of other school systems as well as of the Council on Higher

Education--the state's higher education planning agency--and the Office

of Program Planning and Fiscal Management- -the Governor's fiscal office).

This process will become more formal as our state establishes the 1202

Commission and Advisory Council for Community Colleges mandated by the

Education Amendments of 1972.

PHASE IV

This phase will utilize the systems and procedures for planning

developed in Phases I through III, refine them if possible, and extend

the planning process to cover the six-year period, 1975-81.

BASIC ELEMENTS OF PLANNING

Throughout the above four-phase structure, the integrity and

sequence of now well-accepted planning elements were preserved: goals,

objectives, programs, budgets and evaluation. These elements were, of

course, not original with us but proved to be adaptable to our needs.

They demonstrated, too, that many of the principles of management by

objectives (MBO) and PPBE (Planning, Programming, Budgeting, Evaluation)--

long employed by the private sector--can be utilized in an educationa.i

setting.
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The Six-Year Plan process does not conceive of the planning elements

as separate or isolated activities but rather as a continuous , well -

articulated effort in which goals and objectives guide tha development

of programs am budgets, with periodic evaluation of results to determine

necessary revisions in each step for the next planning cycle.

Finally, interspersed in the text are Seventeen Commandments of

1 ong-range planning -- identified in the course of our planning experience

in the State of Washington. These are as follows:

Seventeen Planning Commandments

1. Adopt planning systems and procedures that are consistent

with the history, structure and personality of the institution

or system involved in the planning; in our case, this called

for a recognition of the balance of legal and historical

responsibilities between the State Board and the district

boards.

2. Because of the dynamic nature of the demand for service and

diversity of clientele in community college education, planning

should particularly provide mechanisms for change in community

college programs and activities.

3. A long-range plan in higher education should attempt to provide

for output-oriented accountability without doing violence to

academic freedom or traditional humanism.

4. Long-range planning is merely one of a number of strategies

in the arsenal of modern management practices; to be effective,

long-range planning should be accompanied by other necessary
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ancillary activities, such as proper operating and capital

budgeting procedures, an efficient MIS system, effective

computer utilization, and the development of competent staff

resources.

5. Review the private sector application of MBO (Management by

Objectives) and PPBE (Planning, Programming, Budgeting,

Evaluation), as many of the same principles and techniques- -

though not all--are applicable in an educational setting,

particularly a heavy introduction of an output-oriented emphasis.

6. One of the first basic conditions of planning is structural

in nature: the adoption of known, written systems and

Procedures providing for the flow of assumptions, responses and

decisions throughout the organization during the planning process.

7. As the validity of assumptions about the future affects the plan,

early in the process the planning organization should commit to

writing and take into account the events and circumstances

expected to occur during the life of the plan.

8. Take steps immediately to assure the development of relevant

data that are timely, comprehensive and accurate.

9. Meaningful involvement by faculty, trustees, administrators,

and students is the principal sine qua non of successful

planning; go to great pains to make certain this occurs.

10. Make certain that in developing system or institutional goals,

an environment is created and procedures are adopted that permit

individuals to also achieve their personal professional goals.
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11. It is essential to secure top-level support for planning from

leaders of system constituencies; this s'ould be accomplished

at the outset and then maintained throughout the planning

process.

12. A state-wide plan for a system of community colleges should make

adequate provision for local variations on an institutional

basis.

13. The goals of the system and the institution should be idealistic

but reachable; they should not be so pedestrian as to require

little or no effort to attain them.

14. Both general and measurable objectives have a place in the plan;

measurable objectives should have characteristics of quanti fi abi 1 i ty ,

additivity, divisibility, transferability, consensus acceptability,

and flexibility.

15. Program budgeting is, by definition, an inevitable necessity

for meaningful long-range planning; hence, steps to develop such

a budgeting system should be taken as rapidly as possible.

16. As the planning process is lengthy, be attentive to the

identification and application of useful interim benefits and

conclusions that develop.

17. Incentives in the private sector are standard techniques for

implementing long-range corporate plans; the executive and

legislative branches of government should explore the

introduction of incentive systems in higher education.
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I. FOR THE SIX -YEAR PLAN EFFORT

A. Environment for Planning in the

Washington Community College System

It is first important to understand the context in which the six

year planning process of the Washington State community college system

has developed.

Legal Structure

In the Community College Act of 1967, the Washington State

Legislature transferred the community colleges from local school districts

to a new state system. Twenty-two community college districts were

establis, _f 'hich together covered the entire state. Each has -its own

five-member board of trustees, and each member is appointed by the

Governor. At the same time, the Legislature created a seven-member

State Board for Community College Education. The members of the State

Board are also appointed by the Governor.

While the list of State Board and district board responsibilities is

lengthy, the following outline embraces the princi pal ones.

The responsibilities assigned to the State Board for Community

College Education under the 1967 legislation include:

1. Preparation and submission to the executive and legislative

branches of a single operating and capital budget incorporating

the biennial budget needs of all 22 districts. (Competition

between 22 districts at the legislative level for limited
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resources available would not be feasible nor, therefore, in

the taxpayers' interests.)

2. Allocation of capital and operating funds to the districts (a

sensitive endeavor but one fortunately fairly well-developed).

3. Assurance that a comprehensive program is offered in each

district and an open-door policy is maintained.

4. Preparation of a state master plan (the subject of this

monograph).

5. Establishment of criteria for creation of new colleges and

campuses, for modification of district boundaries, and for

capital construction.

6. Establishment of minimum standards regarding personnel.

qualifications, district financial procedures, curriculum

content and admission policies.

7. Encouragement of instructional innovation.

8. Any other powers, duties and responsibilities necessary to carry

out the purposes of the 1967 Community College Act.

The district boards of trustees are charged with the following

responsibilities by the 1967 Act:

1. Employment of the president, faculty and staff, and the conduct

of professional negotiations with the faculty on a wide range of

personnel and policy matters.

2. Operation of the community colleges.

3. Creation of comprehensive programs and maintenance of an open-

door policy.
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4. Award of degrees, diplomas and certificates.

5. Establishment of new facilities under approval and direction

of the State Board.

6. Establ ishment and operation of sel f-supporting service facili ties.

7. Application of State Board rules and regulations.

8. Performance of other activities consistent with the Act and not

inconsistent with State Boar, directives , and performance of

other duties and responsibilities imposed by law or rules or

regulations of the State Board.

From the foregoing, it is clear that the State Board has a general

coordinating (staff) role rather than operating (line) authority and is

charged with concerns of a state-wide nature--how many new colleges are

needed, where they are to be located, how much money is needed, how the

resources of the system should be allocated, what policies, standards

or guidelines are required for al 1 community colleges.

In general , the district boards of trustees are charged with the

responsibility for the delivery of community col lege servi ces to the

public--for the operati on of the ,col 1 eges in their di stricts , the

determination of curriculum, the award of degrees, and the promulgation

of the rules and regulations necessary for the administration of the

district.

One might conclude that the Washington State Legislature adopted the

General Motors approach to organization: centralized financial

responsibility and decentralized operations. The third GM characteristic

is, of course, lacking: an extensive incentive system; but the community

-16-



college system is a public agency and not, therefore, accustomed to

incentives commonly in use in the private sector.

Complexity of the System

The community college system includes 27 campuses, some 125,000

individual students and over 7,000 employees. We offer a full range of

on- campus programs, plus courses at more than 500 off-campus sites--in

public schools, community centers and office buildings. The system also

sponsors an overseas PREP program (Pre-Release Education Program for high

school completion). Big Bend Community College has contracted on behalf

of the system with the Department of Defense to offer PREP to Army

personnel in Europe. Olympic College sponsors a similar program for the

Navy on Guam and other locations in the Pacific. The PREP programs have

given rise to the saying that the sun never sets on the Washington

community college system!

Eighty-nine percent of the state's population resides within 30

minutes commuting distance of a comp-ehensive community college program.

Whatcom Community College has no campus and no plans to build one.

They borrow or rent facilities wherever there is a need to present an

educational program. Whatcom is an experimental "college without walls."

Such was the "system" created by the 1967 legislation. Needless

to say, legislatures c'o not have magic wands that can overnight wave 22

districts into a smoothly-functioning, well-articulated "system." This

takes time. One vehicle on the way to accomplishing this is widespread

involvement in and common adoption of a long-range plan. This takes

more time.
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In any event, the legal structure and complexity of the new community

college "system" clearly made some sort of common long-range plan the

sine qua non of any coordinated, self-consistent, efficient operation.

Moreover, the balance of responsibilities between the State Board and the

district boards meant that any successful long-range plan for the system

could only result from democratic, rather than imposed, procedures. The

system environment and structure rejected centralized planning as too

tyrannical and called for wide participation instead. It may, therefore,

be said that the legal structure and the complexity of the system

influenced the systems and procedures selected by those who took the

planning initiative. Such judgments turned out to be both sensitive and

successful.

Planning Commandment No. 2: Adopt planning systems
2nd procedures that are consistent with the history,
structure and personality of the institution or
system involved in the planning; in our case, this
called for a recognition of the balance of legal
and historical responsibilities between the State
Board and the district boards.

The Demand for Community College Services

As in other states, the demand environment in which the Washington

community college system operates is constantly changing. Students and

potential students are no longer coming to the system merely because

going to college is the thing to do. For one thing, 44 percent of the

system's fall , 1972, full-time equivalent students (FTC* were vocational-

most with a specific job in mind for which they were seeking a specific

marketable skill. The system expects to be 50-percent vocational by

1976-77.

*An FTE in Washington equals a student taking 15 credits for one quarter.
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Ninety-percent of all higher education students in the State of

Washington attend public institutions: 57percent (headcount) of these

are in community colleges. These numbers illustrate how the State of

Washington gives high priority to public higher education. The community

colleges now serve 20 FTE's for each 1,000 of the state's population, and

the service level for all post-secondary education is one of the highest

in the country.

Nearly a third of Washington community college students are 30 years

of age or over (compared to 8 to 9 percent in the four-year institutions).

Another third are between 20 and 30. The portion of the state's

population in the 20 to 30 range will grow over the next ten years, so

vocational retraining and continuing education w%11 be increasingly in

demand, as will training for leisure time pursuits.

Economic accessibility to the community college system is also

noteworthy. Living costs can be minimized by those students who live at

home, and tuition is low--not more than $83 per quarter, compared with

maximums of $169 at the state colleges and $188 at the state universities.

It is clear that accessibility, and economy are two principal reasons

for the momentum of the community college movement in the state and

throughout the nation. Community colleges are making it possible for all

age groups to "go back to college" throughout their lifetimes.

Planning Commandment No. 2: Because of the dynamic
nature of the demand for service and diversity of
clientele in community college education, planning
should particularly provide mechanisms for change
in community college programs and activities.
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Trio Demand for Accountability

A number of forces summate in the reouirement for greater

accountability in education.

Students are demanr:ng greater "relevance," seeking useful outcomes

from their teaching-learning e\,)erience. The local community,

particularly through community college advisory committees for vocational

programs (made up of labor and management representatives), increasingly

demands that the programs offered by its community college relate to

community problems and needs, and that the college receives at least its

fair share of state funds. The public, through the executive and

legislative branches of government, demands that better programs be

mounted for more students at lower costs and with a minimum of new

facilities. An additional reason for the growing emphasis on accountability

is the determination of college administrators themselves, as professional

ma,iagers, to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the operation of

the system.

All is not smooth sailing for the "managerial revolution" on campus,

and voices can be heard -combating the "efficiency cultists." There are

those who have no hesitation in asking for financial support for the

"partially unquantifiable and inherently untidy system of higher education,"

and imply the situation will ever be thus. ("Viewpoint," Stephen K. Bailey,

Vice-President of the American Council on Education, Change, June, 1973,

p. 9.) Others point to the fact that higher education is an "intensely

human enterprise" and, as such, is "not so much managed as it is led."

They claim that the "managerial revolution" has not resulted in hiring
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better teachers, developed better organized curriculum, or made presidents

or deans more efficient or responsible. (President Harold L. Enarson of

Ohio State Unive city in his 1973 commencement address, "University or

Knowledge Factory?," at the University of New Mexico. )

Fortunately, the questions Jf ourcanism and efficiency are not eithrn-/

or propositions.

Planning Commandment No. 3: A long range plan in
higher education should att;ompt to rovide for
output-oriented accountability without doing
violence to academic freedom or traditional
humanism.

B. Planning and Management Improvement Efforts

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education study, The New Depression

in Higher Education (The Cheit Report), examined the "crisis of confidence'

in higher education and concluded there are three aspects to the task of

restoring confidence: First, colleges and universities must have

campuses that reveal themselves as being reasonably governable. Second,

the colleges must demonstrate that they are reasonably efficient in their

internal operations; and third, there must be "... convincing evidence

that the activities of colleges and universities have a unifying set of

purposespurposes that the supporting public can understand and defer

to" (page 155). Or, as Dr. George B. Weathersby of the University of

California has written, "... the winds of high public costs and internal

governance difficulties of post-secondary education have scattered the

straws of unquestioning public trust and of unquestioning public support."

The common characteristic of the Carnegie Commission's three

recommendations for restoring confidence is that they all require good
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management to accomplish. The third activity--a unifying set of purposes-

is an invitation to develop a thoughtful long-range plan.

There is no clear consensus among educators regarding the degree to

which management principles from other sectors of society are applicable

in educational settings. Some writers caution that management concepts

drawn from business and public administration have only limited applica-

tion in colleges and universities. On the other hand, Battelle Memorial

Institute has surveyed many school districts that have started to use

PPBE (Planning, Programming, Budgeting, Evaluation) and has concluded that

school systems may be expected to employ PPBE increasingly in the years

ahead (Battelle Research Outlook, 'The Schools: Organizing for Change,"

Volume 2, Number 2, 1970). Statements in a recent publication of the

American College Testing Program agree (Planning for State Systems of

Post-secondary Education, Fred F. Harcleroad, ed., 1973).

The general conclusion of the State Board for Community College

Education in Washington has been twofold. First, the Board is convinced

that while it may be true that the community college system is not a

profit-making eAterprise and should not be managed as a private business,

it can nevertheless be managed in a business-like way.

Second, the Board realizes 'that long-range planning is but one element

in a series of necessary management improvement 'procedures recently

introduced into the Washington community college system, as follows:

1. Employment of a competent state office budget, accounting and data

processing staff (with heavy reliance on recruiting from the private sector).

There really it- no substitute for quality of staff.
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2. Preparation of a comprehensive computer development pl an.

3. A much-improved management information system providing data that

is comprehensive, timely and accurate.

4. Provision of management training v.orkshops by outside private

sector consultants in the community college districts.

5. Development of substantive programs of acti vi ties for the various

state-wide advisory groups--trustees (TACC), presidents (WACC), faculty

(FACC), and students (CORP).

6. Initiation of several regional programs ill the Puget Sound

colleges which are reasonably proximate to one another, to avoid duplica-

tion and to enhance coordination of effort (as in pooling of learning

resource center materials and establishment of a regional placement office).

7. A comprehensive effort to improve forecasting, particularly in the

area of vocational program need.

8. Completion of a cost study that identified program costs and made

it possible to use 15 instructional cost groups rather than the two- -

academic and vocational--that were used for many years. This was an

important step towards program budgeting.

9. Improvement of the capital budgeting process through the intro-

duction of a Capital Analysis Model (CAM)--a rational method for

determining future space needs.

10. Establis!iment of a uniform chart of accounts for the system.

However, the most significant management improvement effort has been

the organization of a sophisticated long-range planning process that will

produce a comprehensive Six-Year Plan.
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Planning Commandment No. 4: Long range pLvining
is mereZy one of a number of strategies in the
arsenal of modern management practices; to be
effective, Zong range planning should be
accompanied by other necessary ancillary activities,
such as proper operating and capital budgeting
procedures, an efficient MIS system, effective
computer utilization, an,1 the development of
competent staff resources.

The Six-Year Plan provides a clear statement of community college

intent for the future. A clear statement of intent (1) permits program

planning and decision-making to occur at all levels of the sytem; (2)

provides a foundation of knowledge on which the Governor and the

Legislature can base sound decisions regarding resource allocations; and,

(3) offers a standard against which the state's citizens can measure and

support our activities. The Six-Year Plan is therefore a significant step

forward in the use of sound management practices in the community college

system.

The six-year planning process in effect constitutes adoption of many

Management by Objectives (MBO) or PPBE concepts as the system's management

mode. First, the planning process enabled the system to assess to what

extent we have or have not achieved the original 1967 goals of the system.

It also served to a considerable extent to document the need for changes.

Second, it restated and updated our basic goals for the years ahead.

Third, it provided comprehensive measurable objectives for the first time

These are in the form of specific statements that relate to short-term,

attainable ends, planned steps to achieve the overall goals.

Fourth, it developed a program strucLure of activities and resources

that contributed to the clarifica7ion and refinement of the goals and
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objectives. Fifth, the Six-Year Plan propelled the system rapidly toward

a program budget; that is, a budget stated in terms of outputs.

In accomplishing the foregoing, the system goes far in fulfilling the

Carnegie Commission admonition to provide for internal efficiency and a

unifying set of purposes. This also contributes to greater system

effectiveness, increases confidence among our personnel in what they are

doing, and permits us to rely on the accuracy and timeliness of system

information and data. The latter points involve institutional morale and

are therefore important in assuring the successful execution of any plan

that is adopted. The unifying set of purposes in turn help demonstrate to

the system personnel that Management by Objectives (MBO) is sufficiently

noble to justify the time required.

C. Similarities and Differences in Management Problems

in the Public and Private Sectors

It is not easy to introduce either MBO or PPBE into higher education

today. This is because both 1130 and PPBE, or any variation thereof, are

output-oriented rather than input-oriented. Instead of the usual line

items for teachers' salaries, supplies, building maintenance, and other

goods and services, spending is planned on the basis of the results it

will buy. This approach, used by the Department of Defense and most

sizable corporations to optimize the utilization of resources, immediately

plunges a college system into an analysis of its goals, objectives,

programs , program budgets , al ternati ve approaches , cost effecti veness

analyses, and evaluation of results. To stick to the organization's ribs,
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it also requires participation, for as the philosopher Hegel said years

ago: "If I am to exert myself for any'object, it must, in some way, be

my object." Involvement by the diverse elements of the system, in turn,

permits organizational development.

Both business and education are charged with producing a product of

value (in our case, a meaningful learning experience) that is marketable

and at the lowest possible cost. To accomplish this requires the

application of sound management principles to the many variables that

affect output. A good number of the principles and procedures found use-

ful in business therefore ha.'e application in education. In education,

however, additional factors must bE taken into account--complex factors

that apply to the formation of human beings and that do not necessarily

apply to the formation of material manufactured products.

The challenge is to introduce the right amount of management and

business principles into education, yet preserve the sensitivity of a

long and honorable educational tradition. One way to achieve this is to

proceed as democratically as possible, assuring system-wide involvement

so that those most concerned with the humanistic side of the equation

have every opportunity to influence whatever plans are finalized.

In the State of Washington, in the development of a Six-Year Plan for

the community college system, every effort has been made to accomplish

system-wide participation. This is particularly necessary in an

educational institution, as distinguished from a corporation, in view of

the centuries-old collegial tradition, the institution of tenure, the growth

of collective bargaining, and the tradition of participation of faculty in
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the governance of the institution. Another reason can be found in the

fact that the State Board and its State Director, unlike the chief

executive officer of a corporation, have no power to hire or fire those

involved in the planning process. Moreover, they have little leverage in

the way of personnel incentives. Moral suasion, the intrinsic worth of

planning, and the possibility of meriting larger ve appropriations

are the substitutes for the rewards and punishment characteristics of a

private corporation in accomplishing the planning task.

Planning Commandment No. 5: Review the private
sector application of MBO (Management by Objectives)
and PPBE (Planning, Programming, Budgeting, Evaluation),
as many of the same principles and techniques -- though
not all- -are applicable in an educational setting,
particularly a heavy introduction of an output-oriented
emphasis.

D. Five Basic Conditions of Planning

1. The Establishment of a Systematic Planning Process

The first basic condition of planning is the establishment of a

systematic decision process that provides for the flow of assumptions and

responses from the hi ghest point of accountability in the organization

down to the deepest part of the organization that is involved in carrying

out the plans, with communication and dialogue back up the ladder as well.

Once we recognize that planning is a decision-making process, then we want

each decision-maker to be armed,with the best information available before

he makes the decision expected of him. This means that those people in

the organization with the broadest responsibility must state their

assumptions (decisions) first so that they can condition every other

activity in the process.
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Much educational planning is done without enough awareness of the

consequences. Many budget and program decisions are made by state-level

agencies at a point in the biennial budget sequence after local decisions

or budgets have already been made. Also, there is much confusion about

just how far a state-level agency should go in approving or disapproving

the activities of a local jurisdiction.

Once all planning activities are coordinated within the same schedule,

once that schedule is described as a systematic process which is visible

and predic'tahle to all who participate in the planning activity, and once

participation is effective, then badly-timed decisions and confusion

about "second guessing" from the state level diminish.

Planning Comnrzndment No. 6: The first basic condition
of planning is structural in nature: the adoption of
known, written systems and procedures providing for
the flow of assumptions, responses and decisions
throughout the organization during the planning process.

2. Correct Assumptions About the Future

Although other institutions use longer periods, a six-year time-frame

was logical for planning purposes in the Washington community college

system. Six years embrace three biennial budgets to be considered by the

legislature (the Washington community college system is over 80-percent

state funded). Three two-year periods provide sufficient time to ascertain

progress and to determine new objectives for the next cycle of effort.

We are concerned here with the operating budget. Capital budgets

contemplate needs for a longer period.

Any long-range plan, of course, must take into account the events and

circumstances expected to occur during the life of the plan. Needless to
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say, in many cases the appropriateness of the plan depends to a substantial

extent upon the validity of the assumptions about the future.

Some of the assumptions underlying the Six-Year Plan for the community

col lege system were as follows:

1. That the system will continue to receive at least 80-percent of

its operating funding from the state Legislature.

2. That the vocational-academic "mix" will reach 50-percent by 1976-77.

3. That the major growth in enrollments in higher education in the

state will continue to occur in the community college system rather than in

the four-year institutions, though the growth may be at a slower rate than

in the past.

4. That the public will continue to support adequate operating and

capital budgets for the system, provided there is ample evidence that

resources are efficiently managed and that the system is "accountable."

5. That there will be continuing emphasis on the importance of

education in the State of Washington (Washington is among five other states

ranking second in the median number of years of schooling completed by

persons 25 years old and older, with 12.1 years. The state, along with

four others, is fourth lowest in illiteracy, with only .9 percent of the

population 14 years old and older unable to read and write.)

6. That there will be a steady though slow trend toward program

budgeting in all public agencies of state government.

7. That the Council on Higher Education will increase its overall

planning responsibility in the state (though lack of federal funding has

deferred imolementation of its 1202 Commission responsibilities).



8. That the growth of professional negotiations will continue to

complicate the development of a proper governance environment between

administrators and faculty.

Pl anning Commandment No. 7: As the validity of
assumptions about the future affects the plan,
earl in the process the planniag organization
should commit to writing and take into account the
events and circumstances expected to occur during
the life of the plan.

3. Accurate Data and Information

One o.1 the first problems in developing the Six-Year Plan was a lack

of data that was sufficiently comprehensive, timely and accurate. This

deficiency in the system's MIS program was identified in a special survey

of legislators and leading opinion formers in the state. A major system

effort thereafter was launched to improve the capacity of the system to

develop, store and retrieve data.

The community college system has made strenuous efforts during the

Past two years to improve its data collection and retrieval system.

Without accurate, comprehensive and timely data, it is hardly Possible to

reach correct decisions or establish responsibile goals, objectives,

Programs, budgets or methods of evaluation.

.
PZoni-nng Commandment No. 8: Take steps immediately
to assure the development of relevant data that
are timely, comprehensive and accurate.

4. Necessity of Broad Participation in an Organizational Sense

Broad participation established the legitimacy of the goals and

objectives as the system targets in both Phase I and II of the Six-Year

Plan. The theory of such a process is that doers will be willing to do
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provided their doing is based on their own volition rather than on the

basis of orders from higher up.

With tensions between faculty and administration often present (a

nation-wide phenomenon) the Six-Year Plan process provided an opportunity

for involvement by all elements of the system--faculty, students,

administrators and trustees--in an area of common rather than adversary

concerns.

The theory the system sought to apply was that policy formation, to

be successful, must involve those on whom policy will impinge.

Thus, it was that among Phase II directions in connection with

development of the 22 district plans, the following instruction appeared:

"Initiate a participative process for developing your own district and

campus objectives so each of them can also be assigned to one of your

organization units for workup. Participation is a most important element

in the development of institutional objectives. The exact form it should

take is best determined on your campus."

In this instruction, the community college system took Douglas

McGregor's writings to heart, for here was a frank recognition of the value

of McGregor's Theory Y and X matrix in an academic situation. It is

sometimes said in the real estate business that, in buying a house there

are just three things to look for: location, location and location. In

planning
, the three things to look for are involvement, involvement and

involvement.

Effective involvement also carried out one of the basic rules of

management, i.e., that authority should be lodged at the lowest possible
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level in the organization. It is unwise to concentrate all authority and

responsibility at the top.

Finally, the exercise was an effort at team building, an effort to

harness specialists across their disciplines. As Sheldon A. Davis in

Building More Effective Teams has stated: "This is what team building is

all about. It is a mechanism for getting effective behavioral coupling

between technical specialists..." A technical specialist on a faculty is

often so busy learning how to be a technical specialist that he does not

have a lot of time to learn about collaboratirq with others or erecting

interdisciplinary systems and procedures. Team-building was one of the

fallouts in the planning process.

Participation it was discovered, though sel f-evidently valid as a

concept, did not come about automatically or smoothly. It took time to

accomplish properly. Yet participation by all elements in the system was

essential to acceptance and support.

We also discovered in seeking participation in the planning process

that we could not count on adequate communication down the chain of command.

It was important to devise careful techniques to see that everybody was

informed.

Another not unexpected result was that there were differing levels

of support, understanding and commitment.

Nor, of course, is participation without its hazards. The planning

process opuis up all aspects of the district and system operation to the

critical scrutiny of faculty, students and trustees so that they too begin

to hold the system accountable for its go:_ls and its performance.
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Such changes should not strike terror into the hearts of administrators

of public agencies. On the contrary, they open up rather exciting as well

as constructive opportunities for change in the conduct of agencies of

government. The Six-Year Plan was a goal-setting system specifically

designed to produce involvement. A particularly good statement of the

value of such a procedure is to be found in the American Management

Publication, Goal Setting, by Charles L. Hughes, 1965, pp. 110-111.

Though concerned with the private sector, the statement had application

in our case:

"Interaction of organizational and individual goals. Employees at

al 1 levels must be fairly fami liar with the corporate planning system i f

they are to be successful in achieving their personal goals through the

achievement of company goals. Simple participation...is not the answer;

rather, it is meaningful involvement in the organizational goal setting

system itself that creates the motivation to achieve.

...In some corporations this is done in long range planning and annual

planning conferen.:es in which key people who are responsible for strategies

have their goals and plans reviewed by top management. However, this sort

of review cannot in fact be left co a large conference of top-level

managers ; instead. meetings 'oust be held regularly to involve smaller

groups of individuals in the whole process of developing strategies at

all levels."

Planning Commandment No. 9: Meaningful involvement
by faculty, trustees, administrators and students is

the principal sine qua on of success fui planning; go

to great pains to make certain this occurs.
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5. Necessity of Fulfilling Individual Goals as Well as Institutional Goals

The last reference leads to the fifth basic condition of planning:

that individual as well as organizational goals must be taken into account

in sucressful planning. One of the most significant results c our long

range planning process was the addition of an eighth goal to the seven

that appear in the legislation establishing the system in 1967. The eighth

goal reads as follows : "Provide an environment and develop procedures

through which employees committed to the community col lege system can

achieve their professional goals."

The new goal was intended to emphasize activities that contribute to

a high degree of staff morale and commitment to local campuses and the

system. Participation and involvement gave rise to this additional goal

in the first instance.

It has long been recognized in corporate life that the personal goals

of the nresident and of the officers should be encompassed within the

organi,ation's goals as broadly conceived, and that for individuals at

successively lower levels in the organization, the danger is always present

that their "piece of the action" will become too special ized. Usually,

though not necessarily, their personal goals become more difficult to

achieve. It is therefore very important to establish a set of planning

goals whereby personal goals need not be thwarted but, on the contrary, can

be encouraged.

The addition of Goal No. eight was also designed to encourage the

values of achievement, growth, responsibility and recognition, strong

motivational needs inherent in the essential character of every human

being.
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It will, of course, remain to be seen how successful the system is

in producing an interaction of system and individual goals so that the

probability of achieving both is significantly increased. There is a good

possibility that this will be achieved, inasmuch as there was prior know-

ledge of and involvement in the establishment of objectives and strategies

planned in support of all of the goals, including the individual goal-

setting envisioned in Goal No. eight.

Planning Commandment No. 10: Make certain that in
developing system or institutional goals, an
environment is created and procedures are adopted
that permit individuals to also achieve their
personal professional goals.

E. Long-Range Planning in the Private Sector

The National Planning Association as long ago as 1959 issued a

statement signed by many business and civic leaders:

"It would be one of the great tragedies of civilization if this

country failed to realize the potentialities of long-range planning because

it failed to distinguish between planning that is 'made in USA' and

planning that is 'made in USSR'." (1)

Today, fortunately, planning as a corporate activity is generally

accepted as desirable, and it is probably equated with the greatly

appreciated quality of "farsightedness."

Plannidg received great emphasis during World War II with the need to

build up armament munufacture rapidly. Thereafter, the growth of planning

(1)National Planning Association Special Report No. 56, More Long-Range
Planning.
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in corporations was further encouraged by a number of factors: greater

economic stability, need to cope with increased government control of

business, greater availability of statistics, the rapidity of

technological change, large incremental changes in the economy, the

growth of international trade, inter-industry competition, and the

increasing size and complexity of firms. Thus, long-range planning has

become an important managerrent tool , and it would appear that the

external environment for business will demand more, not less, long-range

planning activity.

Applying private sector experience to education, therefore, we

might conclude that sound long-range planning and effective budgeting are

really a reflection of (1) the need to perfect an educational system's

internal systems and procedures in order to be more efficient and

effective in the utilization of resources and in the delivery of community

college services to the citizens of the state, and (2) the need to be

responsive to current 1 egi s 1 ati ve and public demands for greater

accountability.

With respect to the community college system in Washington, the

Community College Act of 1967 requires the State Board to "prepare a

comprehensive Master Plan for the development of community college

education and training in the state." In carrying out this mandate, the

question, of course, is "What kind of a plan will we have?" Will it be a

lofty, philosophical treatise, full of glossy generalizations? Or will

it be a clear statement of direction that can be evaluated by non-educators,

while being acceptable to the Governor, the legislature, and the public?
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As we approached the Six-Year Plan task in Washington, we had Sir

Winston S. Churchill's statement to the House of Commons on July 194:3,

very much in mind: "It is always wise to look ahead, but difficult to

look further than you can see."

II. THE SIX-YEAR PLAN ITSELF

A. Phase I: Initial System-wide Statement (1973-75)

As noted in the Synopsis, Phase I of the Six-Year Plan process has

been completed. The purpose of Phase I was to prepare an initial state-

wide statement of goals, objectives and programs, and to establish the

planning structure and preliminary statements of output requirements for

the next biennium (1973-75), so that the programs could be expressed in

budgetary language.

It is important for the success of long-range planning in any large

organization that top management support the effort fully. It was there-

fore very important that an influential central State Steering Committee

for the Six-Year Plan be selected.

Two characteristics typified the State Steering Committee. First,

the chairman of the committee was a highly-respected former president of

the Washington Association of Community Colleges, the presidents'

association--Dr. Me.tvin Lindbloom, President of Green River Community

College. In retrospect, the willingness of this fine president to accept

the assignment from a new State Director, was necessary to assure the

success of the venture. Second, the membership on the State Steering

Committee was representative of all system elements. There were two
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representatives each from the trustees, students, faculty, administration

arid State Board, each selected by his own constituency.

The presidents of the individual districts were integrated into the

planning process and later appointed planning officers in their districts.

The planning officers were in ',urn encouraged to develop Six-Year Plan

project teams. A:together, some 400 people participated in the initial

statement of goals and objectives for the system, including many of those

who must do the work if the objectives are to be reached.

PL-tnning Commandment No. 11: It is cssential to
secure absolute top-level support for planning
from leaders of system constituencies- -
administrators, trustees and faculty in particular;
this should be accomplished at the outset and then
maintained throughout the planning process.

The fi rst task was an evaluation of the seven existing goals of the

system (an additional eighth goal was added in the planning process, as

noted earlier). The State Steering Committee assigned a separate task

force to each goal. Each task force then developed indicators of

performance for the several objectives under the goal for which it was

responsible, then devised a questionnaire with which to gather data from

the community college districts on the extent to which the objectives were

being met. The task forces consolidated the responses to these

questionnaires. Their reports, plus data supplied by the State Board MIS

system, constituted the means for considering the original goals.

A new task force was then convened and armed with the results of the

evaluation. Chaired by the president of a district from one of the three

metropolitan areas of the state, its job was to revise the goal structure,

as necessary, and to establish the measurable and general objectives to
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accompany each goal. An initial draft, "Interim Report," was submitt,A

for review to the State Steering Committee; which in turn distributed it

for general system review. In this document, dated November 4, 1971, t:)e

original task force working of proposed objectives %..tas set forth, together

with the changes recommended. A sample pPne appears as Exhibit A. This

is merely one of 108 similar pages, and I invite the reader's particular

attention to it. The Interim Report is in many aspects one of the most

interesting documents produced in the Six-Year Plan effort, as it

correctly reflects the internal thought process of the system itself.

It will be noted in Exhibit A that a section marked with an

italicized ''Rationale" fol lows each of the eight goal statements. In

addition to Providing clarification of the intent of the goal, the

rationale statement also provided a statement against which the

objectives could he tested.

Also, under most objectives, an italicized comment headed "Data

Implication" provided a brief summary of the data availability and

reporting implications of the objective. We simply eliminated those

measurable objectives for which data development would have been too

onerous or expensive.

Similarly, under most objectives, a paragraph headed "System Comment"

summarized the comments rereived by the State Steering Committee and

briefly stated the rationale for the action in the re-draft.

The objectives were worded in a manner which provided an indicator

of system performance. They were not all expressed in terms of numbers,

but each included a sense of the expected end results and when it could

be accomplished.
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Some concern was originally voiced in the process that the

objectives, though numerous, were not all key indicators of system

activity and direction. It was also suggested that there may have been

some gaps not covered by any objective. To preclude this happening in the

final set of objectives, five graduate students at the University of

Washington reviewed the goals and objectives in liyht of (1) similar

documents in other states, and (2) books and other published materials on

the general subject of community college planning, such as the special

reports of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Until the Phase I

statement was actually completed, this review by the University of

Washington graduate students was the only outside comment the State

Steering Committee had time to organize. Thereafter extensive further

outside comment was solicited in Phase II of the project--though not very

much was received.

Mention has also been made of three different budget levels provided

to the districts as they developed work objectives and programs. The

districts were expected to develop three forecasts of performance for the

particular objective, given three hypothetical budget support levels.

This was for the purpose of portraying the impact of various budget levels

on system performance. It was designed to demonstrate to each legislator

exactly what could be expected in terms of measurable output depending on

the level of operating budgets approved. A legislature cannot expect to

receive more than it pays for.

Through the work of the State Steering Committee, the Six-Year Plan

officers in each district and their planning teams, the community college
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system can at this Point claim that it has taken planning off the

bookshelf, implemented it through a single, integrated process relating

the eight goals, the 38 objectives, and supporting programs to the 1973-75

operating and capital budgets, and is well on its way to a sophisticated,

system-wide Six-Year Plan.

It can also be said that the Washington community college system has

committed itself to be output rather than input-oriented. The initial

statement of goals and measurable and general objectives for 1973-75

represents the system's first statement of its output expectations. The

programs now underway or under development in the community col lege

districts will establish how these output expectations will be achieved.

Any meaningful plan must result in a capital and/or operating budget-

otherwise, it is mere theory. The 1973-75 community college operating

budget request turned theory into practice as we incorporated into it twelve

"thrust" areas identified in the planning process, and attached price tags

to them.

B. Phase II: Twenty-two District Plans

The primary objectives of Phase II, completed March, 1973, were two-

fold. First, it was intended to develop operational plans in all districts

for the 1973-75 biennium. Second, it was designed to establish a soli d

planning process through which the district could most effectively plan

for the future, determining what degree of participation was appropriate

and what methods should be used to relate planning to budget decisions for

the next biennium.
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Concerns had been expressed that Phase I was not sufficiently

relevant to district planning processes, and it was our intention through

Phase II to accommodate these concerns.

In the development of the district plans, several state policies that

impacted on the operations of the districts had to be taken into account.

The State Steering Committee felt that it was a state office responsibility

to make these known to the districts in sufficient time so that they could

be considered in district planning.

These state-level policies included:

1. The impact upon the individual districts of the state data

processing plan.

2. System enrollment projections.

3. Other state-wide program priorities, for example the twelve

1973-75 budget thrusts mentioned above and described in greater detail

below.

Phase II resulted in the development of district/campus work plans

that contributed to achievement of system-wide objectives as well as those

unique to the district. A two-way communication resulted, with state-

level objectives passed downward and district-level objectives upward,

the two sets of objectives to be amalgamated into the Phase III summary

scheduled for September, 1973. Responsibility for achieving a state

objective in effect was passed downward from the State Board to the

district board and president and on to the appropriate staff member at

the institution, divisional, or departmental level. The staff member then

developed a work plan that consolidated system and district-level objectives
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and programs and set the quantity and quality of change. Each level of

organization is interested in a summary of the work plans of the level

just below it. It is expected that a good many individual staff member

work plans will be the final result of this delegation of responsibility

for achieving a target.

As each district developed its own unique plan, we found that for

the most part the district plan and objecti ves arti cul ated wel 1 with the

Phase I system statement. Thus, the two-way communication did not result

in insufferable problems.

The district Phase II plans included the following:

1. Additional objectives unique to the district. These objectives

were designed to fill gaps that were left by the state-wide objectives.

They described institutional outputs, services, and target student groups

(i.e., senior citizens, minorities, etc.), as well as significant operating

procedures. Standard forms developed by Bellevue Community College, set

forth in Exhibits B and C, were typically designed to achieve this.

Exhibits B and C were forms actually used at Bellevue.

2. Plans for the basic educational programs in the district--in terms

of the 15 course groups cuPrently used in the budget and accounting

structure. Whereas objecti ves cited under number one above rel ated to

characteristics or features of district operations and services, the plans

for the course groups related more directly to the current division-

department structure. Planning for these groups included forecasts of

enrollment changes, anticipated revisions of the spread of enrollments

between the departments on a program basis, projected program and course

additions and deletions.
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3. A revision of the targets submitted by the districts in Phase I

for the system-wide measurable objectives. In some cases this was

required in li (Int of the more thorough review and analysis of the district

programs and priorities which occurred during Phase II.

4. Plans for facilities, equipment and staff development needed

to support, the effort identified in (1), (2), and (3) above. To assist

the districts in carrying forward the district plans, a number of w.ork-

shops were arranged in which any questions that had arisen were discussed

and tied down. These workshops generally included a review of current

objectives and the integration of planning and budgeting (members of the

budget section of the state staff attended the workshops). Similarly, it

was suggested that districts might hold campus hearings to obtain input

from all el ements of the col lege concerning the direction in which the

college should be heading in the future. Such hearings did prove useful

on a number of campuses.

It should be noted from the foregoing that we were able to avoid

centralization and stop far short of dictating divisional objectives and

strategies. Rather, we felt that district objectives and strategies

necessarily depend upon a knowledge of local conditions. If all goals and

objectives were established at the state level , it would destroy the

incentive for thei r 'achievement.

In a communication to the districts on the importance of Phase II

of the Six-Year Plan process, dated August 23, 1972, the following appeared:

"As you can see, we are attempting not to prescribe the process to

follow, but what we expect to Mile of it. We will spend the time
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necessary to help interpret our expectations so that they will not become

restrictive."

The State Steering Committee expected each of the districts to follow

its own decsion-making process in identifying and assigning those general

and measurable objectives that were not already included in the state-level

set of objectives. Many of these objectives had al ready been stated in

such documents as the accreditation sel f-study, the college catalog, the

district's own internal planning processes, or in work that had been done

through one of the organizational team development contracts. Four

outside contractors were used by the system during the years 1971-73 to

develop at the state staff and di strict level familiarity with modern

management practices. The management workshops were financed by a grant

from the Coordinating Council for Occupational Education, the state's

vocational coordinating body.

Each district developed its own procedures. At Wenatchee Valley

College as many as 75 faculty, students and administrators spent Saturdays

developing the Wenatchee plan. At Bellevue Community College, each person

with budget planning responsibilities in the district received Exhibits

B and C. the purpose of the forms was to transmit all of the state-level

objectives that had been assigned to each person and also served to invite

him to establish his own set of general and measurable objectives, since

he might well have some that were not included in either the state or

district -level objectives.

The intent of this procedure was to assure that the responsible

person at each level received no more reporting detail than necessary
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to show that the general and measurable objectives (without work steps) he

had assigned to the level below were completed and ready for implementation.

For example, in the state office, the staff need only know (a) that the

state-level objectives have been assigned to a person who has in turn

developed a work plan for accomplishing them, and (b) that the districts

have completed their task of establishing district-level objectives.

.01.anniug Commandment No. 12: A state-wide plan for
a system of community colleges should make adequate
pponision for local variations on an institutional

C. Phase III: Restatement of the System -,vice Plan

Phase III will consist of the adjustment of the various district or

institutional work plans with the Phase I statement, to account for the

differences of expectation that are bound to arise between state and

local planners. Following Phase III, we plan an evaluation of the results

of the efforts generated in response to the work plans, an accounting of

progress made, and the setting of new bases for the next improvement efforts.

The complete Phase III plan will provide a system-wide overview of

22 district responses. The overview will consist of a statement of the

scope of service offered by the community college system and will take into

account the assumptions upon which the district plans were developed.

We are far enough along to have confidence that the match between

district plans and the system-wide overview will provide a logical sequence

of goals and objectives to programs and budgets; a clearly understodd,

defensible set of program priorities; and program cost factors that

reflect both historical costs and assumptions about the need for
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increased efficiency of operations. If the match between district plans

and the system overview is strong, then the opportunity for district

accountability for common system goals will be strong, and the plan will

become the single voice of the community college system.

The community college system :.an, in addition, look upon the Phase

III plan for 1973-75 as a contract with the legislature for the combination

of community college services and legislative appropriation support that

best serves the citizens of the State of Washington. An appropriation

that directly relates doll 's to expected program results represents an

unparalleled opportunity for system accountability to the public.

D. Phase IV: Extension to 1975-81

Once the first three phases are complete and a restatement of the

system plan for 1973-75 is finished--taking into account the planning

experience of Phases I and II--the system will be ready to apply the

systems and procedures that have been developed to the structuring of the

Six-Year Plan for the period 1975-81.

Two other factors will assist the Phase IV effort: (a) full

implementation of program budgeting down to the instructional program

level , and (b) eval uation of the results of the first three phases .

We anticipate that a new State Steering Committee will be organized

in the fall of 1973 to manage Phase IV. Phases I through III are largely

internal in nature, though we solicited outside comment during Phase III.

The outgoing State Steering Committee recommended that outside public

members, including representatives from user groups, have membership on



the new Steering Committee. This accords with similar suggestions from

organized labor. It has also been reconmended that the State Director

chair the new Steering Committee to emphasize the importance of the

activity. Finally, membership on the new State Steering Committee will

no doubt be structured also to comply with the Education Amendments of

1972--with the provisions concerning the Advisory Council on Community

Colleges. It is our belief that longrange planning is sufficiently

accepted throughout the community college system that outside representa-

tion and participation can now be effectively integrated into the Phase

IV effort.

III. THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF A LONG-RANGE PLAN:

GOALS, OBJECTIVES, PROGRAMS, BUDGETS, EVALUATION

A. Goals

By "goals" we mean broad categories of effort describing the ends

that the community college system is striving to attain.

In many organizations goals must be identified de novo at the

beginning of a planning process. In our case, many of the goals were

contained in mandates of the Community College Act of 1967, which

established the system in the first instance. Fortunately, as analysis

in the Six-Year Plan process demonstrated, these goals were neither so

idealistic that they were unrealistic, nor were they so pedestrian as to

require little or no effort to attain them.

The goals challenge goal-oriented rather than task-oriented persons

in the system and make it possible to shift from an input to an outout
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emphasis. Goal-oriented individuals are, by and large, confident and

action-minded. They have a tendency to make prompt decisions. Self

starters set long and short-range goals for themselves and welcome

feedback and knowledge of results. This is in contrast to the task-

oriented person who is generally concerned with just doing his job rather

than with the end results. Such a person is also less interested in

feedback and evaluation. We were attempting to encourage goal-oriented

personnel.

Planning Commandrent No. 13: The goals of the system
and the institution should be idealistic but reachable;
they should not be so pedestrian as to require little
or no effort to attain them.

Taken together, the original seven goal statements clarified the

major directions of the system's efforts in order to fulfill its mission.

As noted above, an eighth goal was developed during the course of the

planning process. The eight goals, identified in Phase I are as follows:

I. Satisfy the ed :cational goals of students.

)p(:-;rational definition: :2ualit!j--Thi area is

intended to keep emphasis on the quality of each

learning experience.

II. Maintain an open door by admitting all applicants within the

limits of the law and the resources available to the system in

locations reasonably convenient to all Washington residents.

Operational definition: Open Door--This area is

intended to reduce or eliminate the geographic, social,

financial, academic, and other barriers to access t'

communitu colleges.
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III. Offer the citizens of each district a comprehensive array

of occupational , cultural, recreational and academic programs.

operational -.Ze finition : Comprehensiveness - -This

area is intended to achieve a range of programs and

services that is both broad and reieva-nt.

IV. Develop and employ approaches to instruction which will

result in efficient and effective learning.

1),-erational definition: Innovation - -This area is

intended to identify and implement techniques and

activities that improve the effectiveness of both

instructional and support activities.

V. Insure that each district functions as an integral part of

the community it serves.

Ore rational definition: Community Services- -This

area is intended to keep community college resources

at work in community activities and community

resources at work in college activities.

VI. Obtain and make efficient use of human and capital resources.

Operational definition: Management- -This area is

intended to emphasize the techniques and activities

that together provide the capability for management

of the resources and activities of the system.

VII. Develop procedures which will involve students, faculty,

administrators, staff and community representatives in

the formation of policies and operating decisions that

affect them.
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5:3er2tional definition: InvolvementThis area is

intended to emphasize the continued involvement of

all system elements in the establishment of system

directions.

VIII. Provide an environment and develop Procedures through which

employees committed to the community college system can

achieve their professional goals.

Operational definition: Staff CommitmentThis new

uoaZ is intended to emphasize those activities that

maintain a high degree of staff morale and

commitment to local campuses and the system.

A chief characteristic of the foregoing goals is their responsive-

ness to the changing goals of society--including the emphasis on broader

access to education as an avenue to social and financial advancement.

As Dr. Ben Lawrence has said: "Post-secondary education is changing,

just as the goals of society are changing; and the purposes of post-

secondary education must reflect these changing goals."(1) With the

foregoing eight goals, the community college system not only begins to

adopt better management techniques, but also turns its back once and for

all on education for the elitest minority and dedicates its services to

the massive clientele that is the entire post-eighteen population of the

State of Washington.

(1) "Issues Related to the Purpose of Post-secondary Education,"
State-wide Planning for Post-secondary Education: Issues and Design,

National Center for Higher Education Management Systems at WICHE,
Boulder, Colorado, 1971, p. 2.
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B. Objectives

The means of achieving the foregoing goals are to be found in the

objectives. Objectives are specifications in measurable or general terms

of system performance.

Phase I guidelines defined an objective as follows:

"An objective should focus attention on an output, service or

targeted student group or operating procedure, which is of particular

significance to your district--either r-cause of the underlying philosophy

of your district or because of its importance to all elements of the

col lege community. An objective shoul d focus on just thus?. areas where

an institution wants to make a difference, not on everythin: an institution

does."

Districts were advised that planning should relate to the vital few

existing or planned activities of the district, rather than the trivial

many. This did not mean that other objectives less important to the

entire district should be dropped al together--rather, it meant they would

become objectives of the individuals or sub-units that had an immediate

interest in them. Thus, individuals and sub-units would have objectives

in their plans which would not be reported as part of either the district-

level or state -level plan. Through this approach, nearly a hundred

possible goals and objectives were eliminated, and we were able to reduce

their number to the "vital few."

The following criteria were suggested by the State Steering Committee

for use in selecting district objectives:
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1. Is it a candidate for inclusion as a performance indicator in the

budget process? (For example, FTE enrollment was a performance indicator

of the then current budget allocation process.)

2. Is it stated in measurable terms, or terms which provide for

accountability?

3. Does it reflect the feeling of the staff or outside groups

concerning what is important?"

4. Does it create a major additional data-gathering burden?

5. Is the total number of district objectives small enou,. :o be

managed by the campus administration and/or planning structure?

In analyzing objectives, we recognized that both general and

measurable objectives would be required: general objectives because many

of the outcomes expected from an educational system do not lend themselves

to measurement, and measurable objectives because such objectives oermit

us to evaluate our performance and assist us to respond to demands for

accountability. In describing a measurable objective we made certain

that we included the current level of performance, the level expected, the

time within which the expected level would be achieved, and the budget

needed for its achievement.

It is sometimes annoying to the layman to hear educators assert that

certain objectives of a community college system do not lend themselves

to measurement. Yet...How can one measure the development of judgment in

a student? How can one measure growth in appreciation for other cultures

and people? How can one measure the development of tolerance? Still,

are not these and similar values desirable general objectives of an

educational system?
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Dr. David G. Brown, Executive Vice-President for Academic Affairs

and Provost, Miami University, in an article, "A Scheme for Measuring the

Output of Higher Education," provides a pungent description of measuring

objectives and outputs: "Output choice and measurement choice relate

closely. Unfortunately, broad consensus goals are immeasurable, and

measurable goals lack general endorsement... The dilemma is arrogance vs.

imprecision. Avoiding catalog rhetoric and the lofty phraseology of

committee reports, this quest is for an operational measure even more than

a consensus goal. The technique will be to provide alternative measures

for each consensus goal , thereby allowing the model user to employ those

measures that are 'operational for him' (i .e. , he has the data) and

'agreeable to him' ." Dr. Brown went on to state that objectives should

have the characteristics of quantifiability, additivity, divisibility,

transferability, consensus acceptability, and flexibility.(1)

It was the feeling of the State Steering Committee that we

successfully avoided the twin pitfalls described by Dr. Brown and that

the goals established for the system were both challenging and pragmatic.

Forty-four general objectives appear in the Phase I statemnt, though

even here we attempted as clearly as possible to indicate how they were to

be achieved.

A major breakthrough in the Six-Year Plan was the adoption of the 44

measurable objectives. We felt the combination of the general and

(1) The Outputs of Higher Education: Their Identification, Measurement

and Evaluation, WICHE, Boulder, Colorado, July, 1970, pp. 28-29.
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measurable objectives provided clear guidance as to how the eight goals

could be reached and converted them from idealistic platitudes to

practical statements of meaningful purpose.

The districts were first expected to complete objectives for the

campus and for each major activity within the campus. The State Steering

Committee requested that each objective include (1) baseline and target

numbers for measurable objectives, (2) program steps and the name of the

unit or persdn responsible for achieving them, and (3) a budget for the

objectives, or at least an estimate of the budget impact the objective

would generate.

Each person assigned a measurable objective was expected to confirm

the accuracy of the base number. He was also expected to either adopt

suggested program steps accompanying the objective or propose an alternative

work plan in writing. Finally, he was expected to generate three targets

for each measurable objective, assuming the three budget levels described

earlier. Once each person assigned a measurable objective completed these

three steps, he reported back, and the answers were collated on a system-

wide basis.

Persons assigned general objectives were expected to draft the steps

to be followed to accomplish as much of each general objective as could be

accomplished.

While the principal motivation for developing the Six-Year Plan was

to improve the system, another, of course, was to convince the legislature

that it should properly fund the system. Throughout the planning process,

we encouraged the districts to identify examples of inadequate funding.
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Mese were used in early 1973 before legislative committees in defending

our operating budget and capital budget requests.

When the measurable objectives were set, resources avail able were

taken into account. The three levels of operating budgets postulated were

the current level, the requested level, and 100-percent of the formula

utilized by the Governor's budget office (Exhibit 0). As things turned

out in the 1973 Legislature, we received an increased appropriation per

FTE, though less than our requested 1973-74 operating budget.

In determining which goals and objectives to adopt, the question of

priorities inevitably arose. We did not concern outselves with overall

state priorities faced by the legislature, i .e. , mental health vs.

education, education vs. welfare, ecology vs. education. We were con-

cerned rather with how to select from among the many community college

objectives originally suggested. Various sophisticated techniques were

considered by task force members, including utilization of a technique

adopted from a "Relevance Matrix" analysis. In a "Relevance Matrix"

analysis, all of the possible goals, objectives, sub - objectives, tasks

and sub-tasks are identified. It is essential in such a procedure that

the list be as comprehensive as possible. It is far better to have goals,

objectives or tasks 1 fisted that are 1 ater considered superfluous than to

be faced later with items that should not have been overlooked. Values

are then assigned to each of the items, and the participants are asked to

rate them. If the technical format is carefully followed, it can be used

later in conjunction with cost tables, PPBE-type budget formats and

contingency matrices. Where major disagreements exist, Delphi can be
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utilized to narrow differences of opinion or evaluation. However, we

considered the Delphi technique to be too time - consuming, and that the

system could not implement it on a practical basis in its first planning

effort.

Planning Commw'dment No. 14: Both general and
m3asurable objectives have a place in the plan:
measurable objectives should have the characteristics
of qualtifiability, additivity, divisibility,
transferability, consensus acceptability, and
flexibility.

C. Programs

The Six-Year Plan process does not stop with goals and objectives

but extends into decisions about programs (including enrollments) and

ultimately, budgets.

A program accounting system is required in order to relate planning

to budget performance.

This point was made by Robert Antony of the Harvard Business School

in Public Administration Review, May/June, 1971, p. 388.

"Planning is not an end of itself; it is a means to an end, the end

being action. A plan, however carefully prepared, is of no consequence

unless something happens in the real world because of the plan. Thus,

planning needs to be linked with performance. An accounting sub-system

provides such a link, for accounting shows what, if anything, happened as

a consequence of the planning decision.

When accounting is added, the process becomes an integrated whole.

This whole consists of three interrelated parts--(1) deciding on plans

and programs, (2) deciding on budgets that are consistent with these
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programs, and communicating these decisions to those responsible for

implementing them, and (3) accounting for and reporting the resources that

were actually used."

To achieve this recommendation, the State Steering Committee

suggested a new objective under Goal No. VI (management) which read:

To implement an accounting system based on the program structure so as

to ascertain expenditures by program categories."

The Phase II report format concentrated on the broad instructional

groupings of academic/vocational/and community service and on the broad

support programs such as student services and learning resources.

Realistically, most instructional program planning will continue to be

done on a traditional course or departmental basis for some time to come.

We did, however, follow the 15 cost cluster breakdown used in the

formulas which will be discussed in a later section.

D. Budgets 1

Budgets may be defined as planned expenditures required to ach..eve

or exceed objectives set forth in program elements.

Budget officials of the State of Washington are seriously working

toward the time in state government when they will be able to make,

display and review planning and budgetary decisions in broad program areas,

such as higher education rather than for single agencies alone. Budget

officials at OPPFM have told us the Six-Year Plan would contribute

significantly toward reaching this type of objective. At the same time,

OPPFM recognizes that the community college planning project is a
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pioneering effort and will therefore be a difficult and controversial

task. However, we are confident that if we continue the process, program

budgeting will sooner or later be required of all public agencies,

including all branches of education.

We are, therefore, determined to proceed in our efforts to convert

programs into doll ars on a program budget basis.

One of the factors making the efforts in the community college system

toward program budgeting possible was the introduction of a number of new

forward looking personnel into the budget and accounting office of the

State Board staff. Hired from industry, these new budget and accounting

specialists were personal ly dedicated to the concept of program budget

management and fully realized that expenditures in and of themselves have

little meaning unless the objectives of the expenditures are a means to an

end, i .e. , the relating of budget resources to output objectives. Tt was

the expectation of the budget and accounting staff that through the new

methodology, more precise program structures could result.

The process is described in Planning, Programming and Budgeting for

Ohio's Public Institutions of Higher Education, May, 1970, p. 134.

''... a program budget effort by a higher education enterprise requires

an academic department to think in program terms, and to budget in program

terms. This kind of thinking should encourage a greater effort at

precision in formulating program objectives and course objectives. This

kind of thinking should also encourage greater care in determining the

instructional procedure or technology to be employed in achieving course

and program goals. And this kind of thinking should introduce greater

care in determining the staffing requirements of a department."
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Application of program budgeting need not upset completely the

traditional yardsticks of measurement in terms of full-time equivalent

students (FTE's). The same Ohio publication goes on to state:

"The instructional and general budget of a higher education enterprise

set up on a program basis should provide a statement of proposed

expenditures for the needed output of student credit hours. In turn,

these total student credit hours would be reduced to a full -time equi valent

student output by di viding the credit hours by 15. When the expenditures

are divided in turn by the total number of students, the budget program

can be expressed in terms of expenditure per full-time equivalent."

One of the more interesting aspects of our planning process was the

relationship of the goals and objectives as we as the programs to the

budget formulas used in the State of Washington for the four-year

educational institutions and the system of community colleges. Higher

education budget models in OPPFM have been used to provide (1) a con-

venient device for budget building and (2) an equitable methodology to

allocate state funds among public colleges and universities. No doubt,

the effort to achieve equity is the principal reason for utilizing models.

Models, of course, have certain deficiencies. Among other things, they

usual ly rely on historical trends carried forward. The problem which

arises from utilizing this methodology is that it prevents the develop-

ment of standards peculiar to a particular institution such as the community

college system (in many ways not comparable to the senior institutions).

Recent legislatures in Washington have allocated funds at less than

100-percent of formula, although they have increasingly provided equity
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in the sense of total dollar support under the higher education model for

each institution.

The future value of models in community col lege budgeting depends

upon how well they can describe programs for which resources are required

to carry out institutional objectives. For reasons of equity--and

inertia--there will undoubtedly continue to be a strong temptation in the

state to use the traditional models rather than converting to a program

budgeting approach, despite theoretical support for such concepts on a

logical basi s .

To convert formulas into meaningful use in the program budget process

or the allocation process within the system, we will have to move from

the present formula concept per se to a program budget/allocation system

that has within it standards adequate to reflect measurable objectives of

the system. This is necessary if the system is to have a budgeting process

that is tied to a plan, i.e., program budgeting. It is a long step and one

that likely will take considerable effort for the next few years.

That a good deal of work lies ahead is also clear from the fact that

present state and system allocation formulas, in themselves, do not

directly relate to the system goals of quality and availability, open-door,

comprehensiveness, innovative and imaginative approaches to irstruction,

service to the community, efficient and effective management and organi-

zation forms and operating procedures. Of course, the level of resources

obtained through the present formulas and available to the system does

affect the achievement of these goals.
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Internal system allocation formulas can only allocate funds that

have been appropriated. If general operating funds decline, refinement

of the system's allocation process can only result in a more equitable

distribution of scarcity. Sustained scarcity would require e reassessment

of objectives so that the system could move in an environment of success

rather than fail ure. Fail ure to achieve objectives over a long period of

time would undercut the morale of the system. Goals and objectives in any

long-range plan must be obtainable.

The current plans of the budget and accounting department of the

state staff call for the development of a program budgeting system

(scheduled for implementation in the 1975-77 biennium) which will be based

on 15 course groupings and many additional sub-groupings. Planning in

terms of these course groups will provide the structure to identify program

additions and deletions, total enrollment and the distribution of

enrollment among the various departments, and the resulting impact on

facility, equipment and staff development.

In order to establish a link between program planning and the cycle

of necessary budgetary decisions, a rigid timetable and calendar of events

are necessary. At the same time, a crossreference in budget

instructional groupings for the 1972-73 budget had to be made in the 1970

HEGIS Ta .omy and the community college chart of accounts (Exhibit E).

Planning Ccmmandment No. 15: Program budgeting is
bu definition, an inevitable necessity for meaningful
1.ong range planning; hence, stops to develop such a
budgeting system should be taken as rapidly as
possible.



E. Evaluation

A worthwhile plan must provide for evaluation of (a) content and

procedures, and (b) the degree of realization of expected outcomes, if it

is to be effective and if it is to stay up-to-date.

While evaluation of expected outcomes will first be made at the end

of the 'next biennial budget period (1973-75) , evaluation of the content

and procedures was implicit throughout the Phase I through Phase III

sequence. This was first demonstrated by the modifications engendered

in the Interim Report which found their way into the Phase I statement.

Then, in the Phase II district planning process, because of more detailed

evaluation of Phase I work, further changes were identified for the

Phase III summary scheduled for September, 1973. From these changes and

from improvements in the systems and procedures developed by the planning

officers in the districts working with the State Board planning staff, the

final guidelines and procedures will be issued for the 1975-81 period.

Continuing evaluation is the element in planning that makes this possible,

and indeed, that guarantees the vibrancy of the whole activity.

Educators would do well to recall how the evaluation review function

operates in the private sector. One of the characteristics of a management

system is to provide for approval of a plan for the organization and

review performance under the plan. Managers who restrict themselves to the

review function rather than attempting to make every decision themselves

will find that morale is higher and performance is constantly improving.

An effective evaluation system in planning should also permit a

community college system to systemati cal ly re-al loc ite resources to re lect
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changes in priorities. Any plan is practically out-of-date the day it is

issued. Despite this fact, the State Steering Committee and the State

Board are not completely satisfied with the ability of the Six-Year Plan

to change allocations of resources. At this point, the planning process

contains no systems and procedures for important changes of priorities

other than the biennial review of the plan itself in preparation for each

operating budget cycle. Obviously, there is in play a constant tension

between the need for stability in budgeting and the need for flexibility

to meet changing needs. One approach might involve the creation of

reserves to permit financing of responses to unanticipated demands on

the system. During the last biennium Boeing, for example, requested the

system to initiate an extensive training vogram, and we fortunately had

a sufficient vocational education reserve fund to meet the demand.

The element of evalu-tion is recognized by the system as an important

segment in the planning sequence. It will no doubt receive increasing

attention as we more fully complete our work in the goals-objectives-

programs-budgets activities that precede it. In this way, the PPBE

sequence will be carried out.

IV. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PLANNING

A. Participation of the Faculty

Some faculty suspicion was evident in the initial Phase of the six-

year planning effort.

First, the faculty was discoriuged uy the reduction in operating

budget support which occurred during the biennium in which the planning
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effort commenced. Second, they felt that the public and the legislature

did not understand the services that were being rendered. Third,

measurable objectives were a relatively new concept and change always

meets resistance. Fourth, some faculty members argued for a "bottom up'

rather than a "top down" sequence in planning in which the 22 districts

would first develop their own plans before a system-wide plan could be

developed. While this argument had a certain logical attraction, we were

able to convince the faculty that planning could not occur without some

leadership and that the planning procedures constituted no threat to the

faculty. Finally, the first timetable for the plan was ambitious , and it

appeared to the faculty that the State Steering Committee was trying tc

hurry them toward conclusions for which more deliberation was necessary

in an academic environment.

The question of how to enlist faculty support in the planning effort

also involved the relationship between the two professional f?culty

associationsAl-1E (Association of Higher Education, affiliated with the

Washington Education Association), the AFT (American Federation of

Teachers, affiliated w;th the AFL/CIO), and the intornal system faculty

advisory body, FACC (Faculty Association of Community Colleges). We

sought to obtain faculty involvement primarily through the non-political

FACC organization, which is made up of one faculty representative from

each campus, elected by one's peers. Unlike the AHE and AFT, FACC has

no lobbying organization or budget. It provides the system with a means

for obtaining faculty opinion relatively untemperel by political arc]

jurisdictional considerations.
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After the first six months of the effort, a crisis w's reached with

FACC regarding the planning timetable. FACC concerns were delivered to

the State Steering Committee in writing, and the State Steering Committee

answered (Exhibit F). An extension of the timetables was negotiated.

After the extension had been agreed to, FACC officers made considerable

efforts to involve the faculty and planning proceeded normally (Exhibit G).

It will be noted from the foregoing that a great deal of time and

attention was given to the concerns of the faculty, probably more than

would have been given by the chief executive officer and his planning

staff to the employees of a corporation. It took us 18 months to complete

Phase I. My rough estimate was that the chief executive officer of a

corporation would not have permitted more than six months to do the same

thing. I do not say this critically. A very di fferent relationship

exists between the faculty and the administration in academia, with a

great deal more involvement in decision-making enjoyed by the faculty.

Faculty have traditionally had much to say about degree requirements,

course offerings, student performance standards, student evaluation,

instructional procedures, and the selection and advancement of academic

personnel.

By the end of Phase I of the six-year planning process, I am happy to

say, many faculty spokesmen--including leaders of AHE and AFT--were quietly,

and sometimes publicly, letting it be known that they had come to feel it

was a worthwhile and constructive development. The level of participation

and degree of success in district planning varied, of course, from campus

r to campus, mainly depending on the management structure in use at each

particular institution and the vigor of the faculty leadership.
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B. Fall-out Benefits Before the Plan is Complete

Because of the stretch-out in completing Phase I of the planning

process, we were not able to have the initial state-wide statement ready

in time to present to the Governor's fiscal office as it developed budget

requests for the 1973-75 biennium. We were far enough along in the

planning process, however, to identify twelve major thrusts, i .e. , major

activities found to be necessary during 1973-75. Thus, one of the

ancillary benefits before the finalization of the plan was the

identification of needed services that could be emphasized as necessary

to the Governor's budget office and to the legislature. We interrupted

the planning process long enough to request the districts to confirm the

twelve thrust areas, make suggestions or additions or deletions, and

estimate the cost impact for 1973-75 if all of the major thrus,s were

adequately financed. We were thus able (a) to eminence a budgeting

process related to program outputs, and (b) to give a program focus to

the bic.mnial budget request that it had not had before.

The twelve major thrust activities recommended were:

1. Adequate funding. To obtain adequate sources of funds for

community college operations.

2. New program. To rPuiew program offerings required to serve the

4,000 FTE per year increase projected for the two years of the new biennium.

3. Increase staff salaries. Provide funds to increase staff salaries

and benefits, to restore and maintain the purchasing power of the 1970-71

college year, and to further provide for normal incremental increases.



4. Community college services to the disadvantaged. To maintain a

continuing emphasis on services to disadvantaged people.

5. To further implement modern management systems and procedures,

as follows:

a. Six-Year Plan. To place the community college system

on a Six-Year Plan basis, and to present the 1975-77

budget request in terms of a Six-Year Plan for the

years 1975-81.

b. Program budgeting: To develop a fully operational

program planning and budgeting system by June, 1974.

c. Management information system. To implement a

comprehensive state management information system

during 1973-75.

6. Data processing. To implement the state data processing plan

activities for 1973-75 described in the state plan.

7. Innovation. To continue state-level support for special efforts

to improve instructional effectiveness and efficiency.

8. Regional efforts. To implement five to seven multi-district

projects a year.

9. Federal and foundation funding. To substantially increase federal

and foundation funds.

10. Learning resources. To accelerate the development of a compre-

hensive learning resources program on every campus.

11. Student services. To expand our ability to offer comprehensive

student development programs c:, each campus.
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12. Services to the community. To increase the staff and student

time devoted to community projects.

In retrospect, it is clear that because we developed the twelve

thrusts through combinations of Six-Year Plan objectives, the executive

branch decided to recommend a substantial budget improvement. The twelve

thrusts, while not covering all of our goals and objectives, did tie our

planning and budget request together in a way that provided the Governor's

budget office with a good, early review of our system's direction for

1973-75. We felt also that we had a good system-wide support for the

thrust areas and that they did reflect system priorities.

Had we not identified thrust areas, the impact of the planning process

would have been delayed for a full biennium. The point is that planners

should be attentive to possibilities of interim benefits prior to

completion of the long-range plan.

Planning Commariment No. 16: As the planning process
is lengthy, be attentive to the identification and
application of useful interim benefits and conclusions
that develop.

C. Relationship of the Six-Year Plan to Capital Budgets

Most of ti'e emphasis thus far in the six-year planning process has

been concerned with the operating budget requirements of the system.

Obviously, there are also capital budget implications for a system which

is expected to grow at the rate of some 4,000 FTE's per year between now

and 1980.

The community college system has developed a sophisticated Capital

Analysis Mouel (CAM) to determine future space needs, based on quantitative

and qualitative standa'ds.
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This particular monograph will not go into great detail regarding the

capital analysis model of the community college system. Exhibit H outlines

the CAM process. We feel that CAM is one of the better systems available

in the country for evaluating community college space needs.

D. Rela:.,onships with Other Planning Agencies

The Education Amendments of 1972, and the establishment of the 1202

Commission and the Advisory Council on Community Colleges, while temporarily

side-tracked, may well have a long-range impact on the planning procedures

of the Washington State community college system, as they will on other

institutions of higher education in the state.

At the time this monograph was written, this matter was under

discussion between the community college system and the Council on Higher

Education; and the proposed division of planning responsibilities between

the CHE and the State Board for Community College Education had not been

finally determined.

E. Forecasting Enrollments

The community college system has engaged two outside consultants to

assist in developing more effective models for determining enrollment

projections, particularly for vocational courses.

Under the laws of the State of Washington, OPPFM has the legal

responsibility for determining total community college enrollments and the

.^ollments of other public institutions of higher education. In developing

their enrollment projections, OPPFM consults with the staff of the State

Board, representatives of four-year colleges and universities and the

Council on Higher Education.
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At the present time, the enrollment procedures used by the community

college system are summarized in Exhibit I.

Enrollment growth is an important determinant of the level of

resources required to. provide educational services in the community college

system. It is important, therefore, that the system develop an enrollment

projection methodoingy that is both realistic and sensitive to potential

educational services as planned by the State Board in concert with each

individual community college district. Because of thr'growing vocational

enrollments, effective joint evaluation of job markets must also be made

with the state vocational office- -in our case, the Coordinating Council for

Occupational Education.

While enrollment projections are certainly a major consideration, one

must, nevertheless, avoid the pitfall of placing too much reliance on

statistical conclusions. R.H. Roy has referred to this danger as "the

deification of nurnbers."(1)

When enrol lment numbers are over - emphasized, legislators often

depreciate the importance of program quality and other intangible needs.

Fortunately, there is a tradition of sensitivity in the State of Washington

to the importance of education and, as a consequence, the legislative and

executive branches have devoted substantial resources to the development of

the state's educational institutions.

(1),,
Numbers tend inordinately to dominate decision-making. They do this

in two ways: first, by crowding out or pushing aside those intangibles
which cannot be quantified but which may exceed in importance that which
is measurable; and second, by acquiring an aura of accuracy which leads
the decision-maker to forget the numbers sometimes' have dubious validity."
R.H. Roy, The Adminiltrative Process, The John Hopkins Press, Baltimore,
Maryland, 1953, p. 85.
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F. Incentives in Puhlic and Private Agencies

Those engaged in the long-range planning process in the State of

Washington have been intrigued with the possibility of introducing

appropriate incentives. It would seem to be elemental equity that when a

department or a faculty produces cost-reducing innovations, they should,

within limits, b'e allowed to benefit from the savings. It is also evident

that budgetary procedures should not reward the most inefficient with

larger budg(As. It is actually possible under some allocation formuli

to obtain larger budgets by performing less efficiently.

1,1e have tried in our planning process to take a few tentative, initial

steps toward incentives, strengthened by th.e OPPFM mandate that each public

agency achieve a productivity increase of at least 2 1/2 percent annually.

In this connection, we engaged a firm of experts in capital construction

cost control and contracted with them to propose an incentive system

whereby colleges that exceed cost control norms would benefit from the

savings. An initial report from the consultants recommends against

incentives in capital budgeting.

Incentives are, of course, common-place in industry, though generally

in connection with the operating budget rather than the capital budget.

Incentives for achieving corporate goals in the form of stock plans,

bonuses, and incentive compensation are common. It should be noted that

in a corporate incentive system, both the stockholders and the employees

benefit co-relatively. It might be argued that in a public educational

structure, both the taxpayers and the employees should also benefit. It

may be that community colleges could utilize different kinds of incentive
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awards, such as released time for attendance at national and international

meetings, travel opportunities for research, additional capital assets, or

additional developmental operating funds. In industry, the goal-seeker

is often better-satisfied by individual recognition for achievement than

by awards for group accomplishment. Money is a common standard of

measurement for achievement. Proper financial incentives should not be

ruled out for public agencies, trough one can forsee obvious difficulties

in winning legislative approval of programs comparable to triose of the

private sector.

Cost effectiveness, no doubt the ultimate basis for incentives, can

be introduced into higher education, but not easily. Current literature

points to probable wide-spread resistance to cost-effectiveness in higher

education "because it is so profoundly anti-intellectual. It rejects

reason and it puts a low value on the time of the faculty trained to

reason well... we. must guard against a wide-spread tendency to trivialize

the problem of efficiency in higher education. It is not only a financial

problem but an intellectual one. Questions about efficiency lead to a

host of questions about teaching and learning and to the ultimate questions

about the nature and purpose of higher education..."1,1)

Nevertheless, the Carnegie Copmission, in The More Effective Use of

Resources, spent 150 pages reviewing possible efficiencies, with only a

few paragraphs dedicated to pupil/teacher ratios. Presumably, some

premium would be proper in a public agency whereby the taxpayer's interest

in obtaining economies and efficiencies could be served.

(1) Report on Higher Education_, HEW-Office of Education, Frank Newman,
March,. 1971, p. 32.
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Planning Commandment Wo. 17: Incentives in the
private sector are standard techniques for
implementing long-range corporate plans; the
executive and legislative branches of government
should explore the introduction of incentive
systems in higher education.

V. CONCLUSION

The objectives of a private company plan are simpler and more finite

than those of a college- - usually they can be identified as the "bottom

line," the after-tax retu;n on assets or net worth. Management by Objectives

is a technique congenial to an industry environment where objectives are

usually stated in terms of dollars and cents. But when one begins to

introduce MBO and PPBE into a community college system, one is apt to find

life complicated by legitimate intangibles--questions on the relationship

between system objectives and behavioral objectives, questions about

alternative teaching technologies and alternative methods of awarding

credit for performance-based objectives. Contentions will be advanced that

Management by Objectives of the institution cannot be separated from

performance objectives of the individual in the classroom. The planning

group faces questions of very complicated intellectual import:

1. How will anyone know whether an alternative instructional

technology would not achieve better results?

2. What is the relationship between those results for the individual

student and the institutional goals?

3. Even assuming that specific and measurable objectives might be

desirable (if feasible), what tests of "effectiveness and efficiency" will

be applied?
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It will always be difficult to apply MBO principles to education

completely since it is most difficult to develop unanimity on the nature

of the educational product. Unless, of course, flexibility in such a

definition is itself one of the planning objectives. And unless, of course,

it is also agreed that included among the outputs are desirable social,

economic and educational values.

It is to be hoped that the eight goals of the community college

system, the 44 general objectives, and the 44 measurable objectives, while

comprising a sufficient notion of an institutional purpose, can also be

reconciled with intellectual reservatrgis for now. After all the planning

is said and done, we can agree that educated individuals are still the

principal output of our colleges.

The Washington State community college planning experience has really

been an effort to accomplish coordinated program planning: coordinated

because there are too many institutions and demands to let each do its own

thing with complete independence; planning because needs cannot be met

effectively or efficiently without an overall plan; and program because we

.

are concerned with the means by which our colleges accomplish their

)9spective missions.

One of the problems for the State Steering Committee was to inform

and educate the different elements in the system regarding the planning

process itself. Var-;ous explanations went forth to the administration,

the fa-iiity, the students and the trustees. The summary of May 3, 1972,

was typical:

"In our efforts to implement modern management systems and pro:ednres,

we should all attempt to bring about an increasingly close coordination
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between the development of goals, objectives, and programs on one nand,

and our operating and capital budgets on the other. Program development

should provide the principal support for budget development. Program

development should al so reflect the output requirements identified in the

goals and objectives of the system."

In one naragraph, this was about as succinct a summary of what we

were attempting to accomplish as appears anywhere in the literature of the

six-year planning process.
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EXHIBIT A

GOAL I: To pee,r4de-epper#un4ies-4ha# satisfy the educational goats

of students.

RATIOI/ALE: Goal is an expression of r?sters intent regarding the
value or quality of our educational services to the person who uses
them--the student. Mindful of the caution about trying to measure
quality, the selected indicator of Quality is the stuj'nt's
satisfaction with his achievement of his educational goal.

Satisfaction of cc:Ileac transfer as a goal will be assumed
to exist if the student enrolls in a four-year program.
Satisfaction with cccutaticnal tralnina as a goal will be
assured to exist if the student is employed in a job related
to that for which trained or if the student continues his
education in a relayed field. Satisfaction with high school
completion as a :cal will be assured :o exist when adult, non-
high school grad,ates corplare iii it .2hool in the ccrymcnity college.
Satisfaction with other student c;oals will be assumed to exist
if all districts have a general enrolizeny opiion. leading to an
associate of arts degree, that aces not require the student to
choose either college transfer, volational, or high school
completion as a specific program.

System comment: The objectives all speak-to the satisfaction of
the student's educational goal--or his satisfaction wilt the
education he receives. They speak only indirectly to the idea
of providing opportunities--something that is better handled by
Goal II. Therefore, the wording on providing opportunities has
been dropped.

Ob ectives:

I. To increase the

year college or unlve.rs
one year at a community
efegram-from

who
number of students s*4I4 enrolled in a four-

graduation or completion of at least
ity ere -Yea' after ex44--4Fem-ee+-1-ege-4faas4eP

college 1974
on October I, 1971, to on October I, 1942.

rata implication: WhiCe it will be possible to monitor increases
IA the nvnvers of students who enroll in four-year colleges, it
will be difficult to attribute such increases directly to any
specific action or program.

System comment: Exit from college transfer program is not the
only legitimate way to prepare for transfer to a four-year
institution. Further, to include one year of work at the four-
year institution the measurement introduces many factors
beyond the control of the community college.

Several reviewers expressed rnncern about how little we
know about how much of a student's succes:-, is controllable by
the community college. This argues for a modest target for

the amount of increase we expect of this objective, tied to
specific research project to establish what the target should
be. In view of that alte!--tative, the objective has not been
deleted.

Several reviewers asked that the unit of measure be
changed from "number" to "percentage". A percentage can only
be expressed in terms of those who actually transfer compared
to those with transfer as an intent, Such an objective is
included among the proposed additional objectives. in the

meantime, "number" will be retained as am easier, available
measure.



Community College District A
Bellevue Community College
Bellevue, Washington 98007

Form I

Six-Year FlAn Worksheet for
C'enera. (Non-meisurahle)
ObiLctive__ Pi2v. Ele-______
ment:;

EA7LTBITB

For nffire

Dhlective Arnroved:
Bv:

Date:

Assfclued to:

Date:
Rv:

A. identification
1. Subr:itted by: lost1,N4Ritr, Date: 12/15/72
'. To imolement State Coal No:17-717Tate objective !7o.

State Program Element 1. /Sew Obiective: X
3. This Is a BCC Objective /Colleiy Dist. 8 Obieetivo
4. To Which Administrator (Departmtac or Program)Should this Objective )Che

tnnierholtmAssigned.
Why? rnaltriairenv-riiuTITITT7T-lor )11sr. o

5. Objective Relates to Task Force One X Two Thre Four._ (Check one)

B. The Objective:

To increase/ decrease/ set/ coordinate/ develop, ncourage/ improve/
attract/ accommodate/ offer/ support/ facirrra e/ ac. st/ extend/
employ/ use/ provide/ insure/ other:

(Circle one of the above or supply your own)

a purvey of community_ educational and cultural needs related to the

existing services of the 'community

(Sup2ly in the space above the remainder of the statement of the
objective in concise terms.)

C. Design: (Give a brief paragraph description of the purpose of the general
objective stated above.)

A systematic program of finding community Rdunatinnal_npeas,_pi;71oxItizing

them, imnlementing them, and as5essing_valisLity Is necn9sar,y,__This nan

be done without duplicating existing services In thaclimmunitl-----

D. Program Elements: (Begin program element ,Jith a transitive verb.)

PoStlewaite a. To develo? survey questionnaire.

Staff. support b. To address, stuff and mail _questionnaires.

Postlewaite c, To evaluate returned questionnaires by the use of charts,
tables, etc.

All college d. To use information from questionnaires in program planning.

(Add properly identified pages as needed to Include all pertinent
program elements.)

E. Performance Evaluation: (Follow-up)

This will be accomplished. later with the use of the official BCC
MSO Form.



Community College District 8
Bellevue Cmmanity

(,:ashingtcn 98002

Form II

Six-Year Plan Worksheet for
ivasurable Oh:ectivc and
Program Element-,

P,' X ! 11? T T

For Office Use

Objective ,.proved:

Date:

Assigned to:

Date:
Bv:

030.3231

A. Identification

14 December 19721.

2.

Submitted by:obert D."'tei

To Implv.nnt State Goal No.J-P. /State Objective No.

State Progr,m Element No.2. iNew Objective
3. This is a 01,jective__/College Dist. 3 Objective /Both
4. To Which Administrator (Department or Program) Should this Objective be

Assigned? i,:,hort t,. flamilton

Why? Current Administrative Assignr,ent
5. Objective Relates to Task Force One Two X Three Four X (Check one)

B. The Ob ective:

1. To increase/ decrease/
(Circle one of the a ov

establish/ eliminate

2. the provision for administrative services fot-the Student Information,
Services and Systems program, : nrollmcnt Services ana College i:elations',
which includes the administration of the following discrete functions:
a,:"vlissions, registration, recorc:s maintenance, records evaluation, college
rotations, adult high sci.(ol corpletion and the non-traditional credit program.

(Give official name o identfication of the project or program)

3. by means of State General Fund

4. at

(Funding source)

Bellevue community College

(BCC or other locations in the district trea)

5. from the current

6. to (100%)**

one administrator (Give base line data)*

; (120%) 1

7. by end of fiscal year, 1974

; (150%) 1

(Date of completion of the project or program)

8. at a total cost 0E828,579

$42,868.50 (at 1507.).

(at 100%); $34,294.80

(State costs in dollars and/or man-hours)***

(at 120%);

C. Design: (Give a brief paragraph description of the proposed project or
program address...3 by the objective stated above.)

The preceeding objective provides for the continuation of administrative

leadership for the Enrollment Services and College Relations program functions.



Six-Year Pia^ Worksheet, Form II Page 2

D. Program Elements: (Begin each program element with a transitive verb.)

Hamilton a.Organize, develop and articulate maintenance-operating and
capital budget ::cods for all functional areas.

Hamilton b. Provide administrative Ioadership and management services to
all functional areas.

Hamilton c.Identifv and provide for staff orientation and in-service
training needs.

Hamilton d.lnitiate and conduct sa 1.1nuous evaluation of program effec-
tiveness in all functional areas., from'the point of view of

(Add properly identified pages as needed to include all pertinent
program elements.)

those being served.

E. Performance Evaluation: (Follow-up)

This will be accomplished later with the use of the official BCC
`!BO Form as a data base document.

* Data must be approved by the Basic Data Committee.

** See Assumption 2, Memorandum No. 10-72 (November 7, 1972) for an explanation.

*** Estimates should be related to relative cost data and articulated with 13,6.
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Budget
Instructi cnai

Groupings

Bus. Admin.

EXHIBIT E
CROSS REFERENCE

1972-73 BUDGET INSTRUCTIONAL
GROUPINGS TO 1970 HEGIS TAXONOMY

AND COMMUNITY COLLEGE CHART OF ACCOUNTS

197C HEGIS
Chart of Taxonomy Instructicnal
Accounts Effort Categories

Bus. Admin. 0500. Business Management
1400 Law

Science Science 0100 Agriculture-Nat. Res.
0200 Arch.-Environ. Design
0400 Biological Science
0700 Computer-Info. Science
0900 Engineering
1200 Health Professions
1800 Military Science
1900 Physical Science

Mathematics 1700 Mathematics

Social Science Social Science 0300 Area Studies
1300 Home Economics
2000 Psychology
2100 Public Affairs Service
2200 Social Sciences

Humanities Humanities 0600 Communications
1000 Fine Applied Arts
1100 Foreign Language
1500 Letters
1600 Library Science
2300 Theology
4900 lnterdis. Studies

Health & Phys. Ed. Health 8 Phys. Ed 2400 Health 8 Physical Ed.

Education Education 0800 Education

Community Service-Other Comm. Serv.-Other 2500 Comm. Serv.-Other

Business 8 Commerce Bus. & Comm. 5000 Bus. & Comm. Tech.

Data Processing Data Processing 5100 Data Processing Tech.

Health Serv. 8 Paramed Health Ser. & Para. 5200 Health Ser. 8 Para. Tech.

Mech. & Eng. Tech. Mech: 8 Eng. 5300 Mech. & Eng. Tech.

Natural Science Tech. Natural Science Tech. 5400 Natural Science Tech.

Public Services Tech. Public Serv. Tech. 5500 Public Serv. Rel Tech.

None Suspended Course 5999 Suspended Course Nos.-
Nos. -Tech. & Occup. Tech. & Occupational



State of Washington

STATE BOARD FCR COMMUNITY COLLEGE EDUCATION
Olympia

MEMORANDUM
December 10, 1971

TO: Community College Faculty

FROM: Steering Committee, Six-Year plan Project

Dr. Melvin Lindbloom, President, Green River CommuniTY, College, chairman
Mr. L. Evert Landon (Mrs. Ruth Sheoherd-alternate), Member, SBCCE
Mrs. Betty Mage, Chairman, TACC, trustee, Clark College
Mr. Mike Morrison, Chairman, WACCSG, student, Skagit Valley College
Miss Sandra Gallaher, faculty, Green River Community College
Mr. Lyle Perrino, trustee, Columbia Basin College
Dr. John Terrey, Deputy Director, SBCCE
Dr. Richard White, President, Shoreline Community College

SUBJECT: Response to FAC Resolution on the Six-Year Plan

At the hearing on the Six-Year Plan held in Seattle on November 22, the Faculty Advisory
Counci submitted.a thoughtful statement of concerns about the aix-Year Plan.

As a result of the FAC statement, two things have happened: (I) the Steering Committee
reviewed the statement and prepared a response which appears below; and (2) Mr. John Mundt
will appear before the Faculty Advisory Council on December 20 to listen and discuss the
plan with members of FAC.

The response of the Steering Committee to the FAC statement appears below:

FAC Statement on the .x -Year Plan

a. FAC supports long range planning. FAC does not support the present form of the
Six-Year Plan.

The present form of the Six-Year Plan structures the probable minimum information
necessary in a long range plan. Since the final form of the plan has not been developed,
specific recommendations on format or additions should be made to the Steering Committee.

b. FAC supports a delay in the timetable beyond the special session of the legislature
for completing the eocument.

Since its inception, the deadline for the Six-Year Plan has been changed three
times so as to provide time for greater involvement. There is no intent to use the
document for the special 1972 Legislative Session. The intent of the Steering Committee
since the beginning of the project has been to make each planning report, including the
Six-Year Plan, a working document. It is for this reason that the report given To the
State Board in November was entitled an interim report. While there will be other
reports made to tha State Board, we have set a final completion date of April for those
objectives and plans that'will be in the district planning guidelines for 1973-75 and
1975-79 and a deadline of August or September for the next Six-Year Plan report.

c. FAC wants a process of involvement in the long range planning that will guarantee
all components of the system adequate input and flexibility in the types of goals and
objectives that are developed.

The Steering Committee is concerned that while the Faculty Advisory Council
requests involvement in the long range planning, in fact, they have not performed
consistent with tnat request. At its October meeting, FAC was asked what involvement
meant to them and the members of that body indicated that they would be the clearing-
house for faculty input anc. That would serve as adequate involvement. However, at its
Nove-Ner meeting, the FAC gave neither inpu to the content of the plan nor suggested
alternatives for providing flex-bility in goals and objectives. Rather, the f:AC
statement was a der.7.Jncement of the interim report. The Steering Committee looks
forward to faculty input of a constructive nature, and along with FAC, wilt continue
to request that fa,:ulty be involved In the long range planning process.

d. FAC wants a document that is constructed from the individual campuses up to the
State Board.

The Steering Committee anticipates that from 80 to SO% of the final document will
come from district goals and objectives. The remaining 10 to 2O will originate at the
system level but will be broadly enough conceived to'allow individual districts to
respond according to the needs of the community. There is no intention on the part of
the Steering Committee to lock a local campus into a state devised "super plan ". An offer+
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has been mace from tne beginning to make the state coals and objectives broad enough so
that the inaividu3l districts can re,,pcnd to those objectives and add district goals and
objectives That refiecr their own neeas. Further, it is anticipated that not all districtS
will want to participate in statewide objectives, just as some instructional and student
services divisions will not want to participate in some district-wide objectives. Our

hope Is Mat the wisa,-,m of local personnel will assist in the development of appropriate
goals and objectives and that the system planning process will be executed at the diStrict
love!.

e. FAC supports the intent of the four statements submitted by .the community college
faculties.

The Steering Committee has no specific comment- here. We assume that the other
points of this resolution cover the main points of the four statements.

f. FAC objects to the followino principals contained in the present Six-Year Plan,

I. The idea that growth is mood in itself as is succested by measurable objectives.

Measurable objectives do not necessarily imply growth. The Steering Committee is,
however, sensitive TO the frecuent use of the wore "increase" in tie objectives. The

word "increase" is not necessarily going to remain once tne tercet or the "to" hanks are
filled in. The word "incre, e" was used primarily to indicate action and in many clses
will be changed to "maintain", "aecrease", or "establish", all of which indicate different
directions that measurable objectives can take.

2. The idea of forcing districts to develop or expand programs in certain areas by
budget allocations.

The Intention of program budgeting is not to force an individual district tr develop
or expand programs in certain areas. "Force" is inconsistent with the concept of manage-
ment through the implementation of shared objectives. However, development or expansion
of the highest priority programs and activities in a riven period will certainly be
Supported by allocations even at the expense of on-goina, but lower priority activities.
The Important thing is that our priorities be developed well and understood before we
face the kind of budget crunch that forces us to consider giving up something.

3. The idea of decision-making by the central office planners.

The Steering Committee, by design, has attempted at every stage of development of
the Six-Year Plan to invo.ve the system. As a group, we are not clear on who tie central
office planners are in This objection. The implication is that all decision -ma kind in
the state system would occur In Olympia. This is not consistent with historical fact,
nor Is it consistent with the Six-Year Plan as it has been developed during the last five
months.

If FAC believes that certain areas or subjects should be kept from the state office,
a specific FAC recommendation on that matter would be the best way to make the point.

4. The idea that the system can expand or realign
reductions.

ro rams in the face of bud et

Historically, when budget reductions were made by the Governor or the legislature,
the community collece system had no recourse except to inclicaTe that we were unhappy
with the situation. ,;eneralized discontent wnich nas been tie mode of operation in
higher education, and specificeily in The community colleges, is not effective in
impressing legislators with the needs for certain programs and requirements for services.

The planning process we are now working on will ea....;/le a community college
representative to aiscuss with leaislators the impact of budget reductions in terms of
specific services and programs nat cannot be offered ro the communities as a result of
the reductions. The Six-Year Plan document and other planning documenis that wiil follow
are intended to present our specific Programs and services in a way that makes each member
of our system an effective negotiator with legislators and the legislature.

df



Dear Faculty Member:

EXHIBIT G

WASHINGTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE

FACULTY ADVISORY COUNCIL

December 27, 1971

You are probably aware that vigorous action on various campuses and the
unanimous vote of the Faculty Advisory Council (one elected representative
from each campus) has cained additional time for faculty to give its views on
long -range .planning to theState Board. YoUr FAC representative will distribure
this letter to you so that the means of communicating your views wii1 be made
clear.

The time for you to express your individual point view as to where we
are going and what we should !.:b to get there is now. Your thouchts nowtoday,
Fhis mirute--:re needed to she., the citizens of Washington what you and your
college and in college syster, can do for the people of the state.

Each Js has a different field of expertise and each of us can make a
unique contribution to the success of our classrooms, our colleges, and the
system. A trade-vocational instructor might recommend a new piece of equipment
to make his prcyram more meaningful to the student. A science instructor,
likewise, might Profit greatly from a teaching aid which would help a student
learn a concept or skill more quickly. A social science or humanities instructor
might help students with other types of aid: library books, other media
supplements, seminar space. It may be that lack of such facilities already
affects quality of instruction.

In addition to our class bom expertise, each of us has general expertise
in the operation of our colleges. Therefore, in this period of restricted
budgets, each of us is painfully aware of the inability of the college to
service the community as well as it might: for example, we all are aware to
some degree of the gradual clOsure df the open door as community service
courses are r_!guired to be wholly self7sustaining. We are also aware.of all-
college restr:ctions on travel, on sabbatical leave, for innovation, and funds
to properly pay part-time faculty'. indeed, budget restrictions not only
overload us individually, but make each cr)Ilege an isolated unit.

The State Board has committed itself io an attempt to solve these
funding prcblems by the creation of a carefully documented plan by which our
needs in the classroom and the college are to be vigorously presented to the
legislature. Although the 1972 session will probably not devote itself to
many financial matters in higher education, the .1973 session will. We as
faculty have through FAC an opportunity to influence the State Board plan:
in fact, by a resolution of December 15, the State Board has committed
itself to assessing the needs of every set:pent of the system and translating
these needs into measurable and unmeasurable goals and objectives for
presentation to the 1973 Legislature. In order that we of the faculty get
our requirements defined by the Board, FAC asks that you answer the questions
below:

1. is an instruct8r, what is your most immediate pressing classroom
need? How do students suffer as this need remains unmet? What d^ yoL0foresee
as your most pressing instructional-related need for 1973-75?
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2. As a member of your collece and of the community colleee system, wht
do y-Dj 5,1: as `he major measurable and unmeasurable goals and objectives for
community colleries in 1973-79 in each of the following or additional
un,4ezifieJ areas:

men Door

This area is intended to reduce or eliminate rite geographic,
social, financial, adadcmic, and other barriers of access to
community collerjes.

Comorn,rmncivPms

This -ea is intended to achieve a range of programs
that is both broF,d and relevant.

Quality

This area is intended to keep emphasis on tne quality of e,;--h
learning experience.

Innovation

This area is intended to identify and implement Tect'nicLes and
activities that improve the effectiveness of both instructional and
support activities.

Community Services

This area is intended to keep community college resources at work
in community activities and community resources at work in college
activities.

Involvement

This area is intended to emphasize the-continued involvement of Fll
system elements in the establishment of system directions.

Management

This area is intended to emphasize the tecnniques and activities
That tccether provide the capability or management of -,ne resources
and acti,,ities of The system.

Staff Commitment

This new goal is intended to emphasize those activities that
maintain a high degree of staff morale and commitment to local campuses
and the system.

FAC and The individual campuses have gainec us time to express cur
immediate and future reeds tc the State Board. We know our needs and 6Ivmpia
is seeking our advice--see the attached letter from the State Director. We

must make our case and be sure it is documented--now. Please take ten minutes
to help the Slate Board reflect our requirements accurately to the Legislature.

Be as factual as possible.
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To be used effectively, your reply should arrive in Olympia by January 20;
consequently, your response must go to your campus FAC representative by
January 18.

Thank you for your help.

Send rup I i es to:

your campus FAC representative

iF:df

attachment

4

FAC President Campus FAC Representative
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aPITAL ANALYSIS MODEL

A System for Evaluating Community College Space Needs

Introduction

The Capital Analysis Model in use by the Washington. State system of community

colleges enrollment projections, an inventory of existing and funded space,

and a set of facility needsguidelines to establish quantitative space needs. In

the most summary fashion, its-operation may be described as enrollment times space-

per-student guidelines equals total space need, minus existing and funded space,

equals net space need. We describe the net space need as the space "gap."

Enrollment Projections

The enrollment projections on which facility needs are based are developed by

OPPFM and the community college system. The enrollment projection method now in

use is described in Exhibit G.

Enrollment projections must take into account two factors: the demand for

educational services and the probability of resources being available to accc,artioda

demand. In the history of the community college system, demand has e.unsisertly

exceeded resources, so the colleges have been under public presstrre to serve more

students than the number for which they were funded. FOr the future, it is less

clear as to the degree to which effective demand will exceed our prog'av, rapacity.

The basic projections of community college enrollment are developed in terms

of fall quarter FTE students. We use FTE's because the amount of services provided

to students is more cl.:sel related to the .redit hours generated than to the

number of individuals involved. We use fall quarter because the peak load on

community college facilities is typically generated during fall quarter. This fall

peak is not conducive to highest utilization of all college resources, but it is,

to alarge extent, beyond the control of the individual college, especially in the

agricultural areas of the state.
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To establish the actual demand level for campus facilities, our total college

projections are reduced to that portion of the enrollment that is to be served

during the regular nine-hour clay on campus. We make the basic assumptions that

evening and weekend classes can be accommodated in the same amount of facilities

that are required by day students, and that off-campus activities can be administered

and supported from the campus facilities warranted by day-time loads. Our continued

efforts to take programs off-campus, wherever appropriate, are accounted for in

the reduced estimates of day, on-campus enrollment.

The day, on-campus enrollment projectionfor each district has been further

analyzed to separate the academic and occupational efforts for facility guideline

purposes. We use 1976 enrollment as the basis for facility needs because space

needed in 1976 cannot be funded later than 1973-74 and still be on-line in fall, 1976.

Facility Guidelines

The second element of the Capital Analysis Model is the facility guidelines

developed within the community college system and adopted as policy by the State

Board. The facility guidelines are a system of norms for the amount of space needed

to house a typical college program. There is a guideline for each type of space,

expressed in terms of square feet of assignable space per FTE student, except the

vocational guideline, which is in terms of student stations, not square feet. The

reason for this is the wide range of space-per-station requirements for vocational

training stations.

The guidelines are not considered to be sufficient rationale, in and of

themselveS, to substantiate a space need for a budget request. All 1976 project

requests also reflect a program requirement for additional space. The programs

result from the initial determination of goals and objectives in the Six-Year Plan.

The guidelines merely establish a parity in amounts of space that can be requested

to meet similar program needs on different campuses.



VOCATIONAL LABS/SHOPS

Vocational training facilities grouped according to their space consumptions, i.e., square
feet required per student station.

SPACE GROUPS

I II III IV

Range of sq.ft. per
student station 25-45 50-80 85-130 135-400

Average area per
station

35 65 100 200

Typical programs in Accounting Art Carpentry Air Frame& r
the group Bookkeeping Drafting Civil Engr.Tech. Auto Body

Business Electronics Dental Tech. Auto Mech.
Data Processing Home Economics Machine Shop Heavy Equip.
Midmanagement Industrial Mech. Printing
Office Machines Instrumentation Sheet Metal
Secretarial Nursing Welding

Photography
Technologies:

Agric.
Chem.

Engineer
Fisheries
Forestry
Mech.

Medical

To determine the square feet per FTE projected:

Depending on the detail available for projected enrollments, the application of 14 contact
hours per FTE and optimum utilization can derive required square feet per vocational FTE.
If programs are not specified, the 1970 program mix within vocational will be assumed
(I = 42.9% of all students, II = 37.6%, III = 9.9%, and IV = 9.6%).

This system-average mix generates space usage of 45.7 square feet per vocational FTE.



TYPE OF SPACE

Room type code**

110,115

210,215
220,225
230,235

310,315
350,355

410,420
430,440
445,530
535

520,523
525

610,615

630,635
640,645
650,655
660,665
670,675

720,725
730,735
740,745

Name

General Classroom

labs, shops, studios
Science
Vocational
Music
Art
Language and basic

skills

Office
Faculty
Administration and

student personnel
services

Learning resource center
including staff
offices

Physical Education,
including Pool

Assembly (theatre)

Student Center,
including student
activi:y offices,
merchandizing, lounge
and recreation, food
service

Maintenance, including
staff offices

ASSIGNA3LE SQUARE FEET PER DAYTIME ON-CA !.IPUS FV-.

INITIAL 1000 FTEs ADDITIONAL FTEs

Non- Non- 1

All occur). Occup.1 All cccuc. I C,:cbn.

11.0 7.0 I 10.2 6.3

5.7

2.0
2.5

2.0

6.0

11.0

14.0

10.0

10.0

5.0

5.0

45.7

6.7

4.3

1.0

.5

4.0

6.0

7.0

2.5

4.5

2.0

5.0

45.7

6.7

Total assignable space X 84.2 1127.6 I X 47.75 91.25

* Includes assignable service and support spaces
** From Higher Education Facilities Commission Space Inventory Manual

:oil



Facility Inventory

The third element of the CAM is the inventory of community college facilities

that is conducted annually and analyzes existing space in the same categories as

those used in the facility guidelines. The facility inventory has been computerized

at the state level to meet the needs of federal data reporting as well as campus

and system management requirements. The inventory must be modified for use in the

CAM by removing from it all temporary space and adding to it facilities that are now

funded but not yet occupied. The resulting compilation of facilities reflects the

space that will be available on each :ampus in fall, 1976.

With the three CAM elements described- -the guidelines, the enrollment projections,

and the facility inventory--each college was able to determine the types and amounts

of space in which there would appear to be shortages on a given campus in 1976.

Local program needs were reviewed to determine whether such shortages could actually

be expected and whether they would be detrimental to college program operations.

Evaluation

The CAM is effective in establisning a basis for comparison of square foot needs

on all Washington community college campuses, since it treats each need on the same

basis. The CAM allows for the anticipation of change in use or the removal of

space from the inventory. All our colleges have gone through the process of

reviewing their campus inventories and projecting, within state-level parameters,

their enrollments and program mixes. Thus, there is a very great measure of compar-

ability to the "gap" or needs statements developed for'each campus. This comparability

allows for meaningful comparison of the needs, and sets the stars for informed system

judgments about priorities.

In the second instance, the use of the CAM in determining the amount of space

to be requested to meet 1976 needs provides a systematic and understandable basis

for judgment on the magnitude of need for all types of space, to augment the

program-related judgments used previously and still used as the primary rationale
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for a project request. In the past, needs for classrooms and science labs could

be quantified to some extent through utilization data. The CAM, however, makes

possible a systematic quantification of need for all space, unscheduled as well as

scheduled. A final improvement in the CAM involves the establishment of cost ranges

per assignable square feet for different types of space.

Cost Control

The June, 1973, State Board meeting approved a major improvement in the CAM

process--a system for determining the lowest possible cost of construction consistent

with building purpose. Project Evaluation Guides (PEG) for each type construction

determined the average cost of Washington community college projects built since

1967, adjusted for inflation. Efficiency ratios were applied (the ratio of

assignable square feet to gross square feet), so that all 1973 projects would be at

least .75 assignable. To determine the approved cost of construction for any campus

project, project conferences were scheduled with the district's architect, the

State Board staff, the State Division of Engineering and Architecture, and the

consultant to the State Board present. The project conference determined assignable

square feet and cost per square foot.



EXIIIIJT I

ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES USED BY TH7 COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM

Responsibility for official enrollment forecasts for public higher education

in the State of Washington rests with the Office of Program Planning and Fiscal

Management (OPPFM), the Governor's budget office. The State Board for Community

College Education is responsible for breaking down (allocating) total estimates

for the community college system to the district and program level. The two

agencies work closely together, though the enrollment projections of the Governor

and the community college system frequently differ--the community college system

being more bullish about future enrollment levels.

The main enrollment unit in community colleg- planning is the FTE (full-time

equivalent) student. The full-time equivalent of the credit hour enrollment is

determined by dividing total credit hours by 15--a normal credit hour load. Over

the last several years, the purpose of that enrollment unit has changed. Originally,

it was the budget negotiation unit. This was true during the time that appropriations

and the allocation of appropriations among the districts were based on a simple

dollar/FTE formula. Though the planning/budgeting process has been significantly

improved since they;, the FTE student s still the basic decision unit. ^qr more

sophisticated budget formulas recognize many other factors than the number of

students enrolled, but the FTE enrollment of the districts still plays the major

role.

Previously we have used a "service level" method of forecasting which assumed

a selected total enrollment target as a matter of policy and then programmed the

growth of the system and the districts between the current year and the year of

the policy-determined target enrollment.

A change occurred during the process of distributing total budgeted

enrollments among the community college districts for the 1973-74 college year.

For the first time, our enrollment decisions reflect what we call a demand-based

projection. The main difference between this and the service level method is the
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use of real demand at the state-wide and district-by-district level to determine

total estimated system enrollments and for distributing appropriated enrollments,

including adjustments to reflect limited growth such as that allowed by our

1973-75 appropriation.

It is easier to make a case for real demand as a basis for enrollment

projections than it is to implement the same notion. We intend to base our

entire 1975-77 planning on such a basis, and as we do so our planning decisions

will be borne out by our actual experience much more regularly than they have

been, resulting in increased credibility in the system's knowledge of its own

business, and particularly our ability as enrollment managers. Armed with what

we know to be a more accurate picture of our enrollment demand, we can more

confidently make the enrollment decisions necessary to make sure that the system

performs in a predictable fashion in the eyes of the other agencies and people

who influence our affairs.

In preparing for 1973-74, we attempted to recognize and more fully understand

the many state-level and district factors which determine real enrollment demand

among the community colleges. By July, 1973, it was already apparent, however,

that methods need further improvement, for neither OPPFM nor the State Board

staff adequately recognized the demand potential for community college services

for fall, 1973; advance enrollments had demonstrated that we had built in too

little growth to support increased demand as it had developed over the last six

months.
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